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ABSTRACT 
\ hn\ 5p~ed wind tunnel stud) to quantltall\el) e\aluate the perfomMnce 
(11ft and drag) of a circular cylinder and <:omparable 50'}n e1hpse (;ir(;ulallOn control 
Ia!lboom mudel \\J~ conducted Circular c:lindel perfonnance was e\aluated <It ~I\lt 
p051hon~ of scr to 135' measured relati.e to freestream, 50% ellipse perfonnall"e wa~ 
mea~ur~d for Jngles of attack between ~5' and 3(f Tcsts were conducttd at three 
blowJnll (:oefficienb. OJ, 04 iopllmai hl~tOr1~<lIIYI and 0.5. 10 evaluate tallbuuln 
rerforrnance sensitlV!\y (ircular cylmder te~t resuh~ re .... ealed uptimal c, yalue~ at an 
approxllnalc 116' slot position. corresponding to c 1 values no greater than that of a 
smo(lth cylinder rhe 50% ellipse fesulb revealed optimal (:1 \alues at approxlm<ltely 18 
AOA. thl1u!,';h a~sl''';lated \\Ith considerable drag FO! all three blowlilg coeffiuenb. the 
circular cylinder L'D \alues were consislantl) three 10 f"ur mnes greatc-r than th~1r 5U"'o 
ellip.,e tuunterpart~ RecommctldallOn~ for future NOT.AR''1 lallboom d~~lb'Tl 
Qlodillcatwns ,llld lat~rresearch are made 
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The McDonnell Douglas Helicopter Company's MD 520N Defender and MD 900 
Explorer helicopter designs, encompassing many years of circulation control research, 
are famous not for what is there but for what is not •• ~. While this 
teclmological breakthrough represents the most current research in antitorque systems, 
the NOT AR TM(no tail rotor) circulation control tailboom may still benefit by refinements 
in design directed at improved efficiency. 
To date at the Naval Postgraduate School, three graduate students have taken on the 
task of optimizing NOTAR™ fan and thruster can efficiencies as well as modifying 
boom shape to improve flow attachment [Ref. 10,11,13]. For military and civilian 
applications alike, the NOTARTM system must be proven superior to that of the 
conventional tail rotor in almost all areas of perfonnance before it becomes a viable 
antitorque system option. With exception of a few dozen NOTAR™ aircraft built for 
police and special forces, NOT AR 1M has seen no practical fleet application. 
In a recent side-by-side hover test matching the performance of the MD 530N with a 
comparable 530F conventional tail-rotored helicopter, the total engine power requirement 
for all practical purposes remained the same. In favor of NOTAR'ThI, for those 
helicopters with the tail rotor mounted lower than the main rotor, such as the OH-6A 
Cayuse and MD 500 series helicopters, the NOT AR 1M system may require a few less 
horsepower than the conventional system. The tail rotor, competing for the same air as 
the main rotor, induces adownflow through the rear portion of the main rotor, putting it 
in a condition similar to a vertical climb, thus absorbing more power [Ref. 8]. The 
NOT AR's large screened air inlet to the fan causes much less interference. For those 
helicopters with tail rotors mounted on the same level as the main rotor, encompassing 
almost the entire military fleet, NOT ARlM does not yield as good a tradeoff. 
The NOT AR '1M antitorque system does provide numerous and substantia] benefits 
over the conventional system. But it is the power required issue that holds back this new 
technology from fleetwide application. The NOTAR'IM design must be optimized to 
deliver equal or improved performance over the conventional with a sizeable reduction in 
required power. Over the past 15 years, NOTAR™research has pointed time and again 
to one specific area where change could result in substantial performance improvements 
-- shape oftbe laHhogm. 
D. BACKGROUND AND mSTORICAL PERSPECTIVE 
To most efficiently improve any design one must first become intimately familiar 
with the system's makeup as well as the thought process behind its construction. The 
following system background and historical perspective provide such insight. 
A. BACKGROUND 
1. The No Tail Rotor Concept 
The NOTARN (no tail rotor) antitorque system was developed largely by the 
McDonnell Douglas Helicopter Company (MDHC). The circulation control concept was 
not invented by MDHC. however, hut rather applied by them to bring about current 
state-of-the-art circulation control tailboom technology. Today's MD 520N helicopter is 
flying proof of their accomplishments in this field. 
Circulation control is a technique to generate lift on a body by controlling the 
position of the body's downstream boundary layer separation point, which controls the 
circulation and thWi the lift acting on the body. For the conventional airfoil, the Kutta 
condition states that the airfoil's sharp trailing edge is the rear stagnation/separation 
point. Circulation and thus lift is controlled by varying the airfoil's angle of attack. On 
the contrary, the point of separation on the circulation control airfoil can be controlled. 
only by blowing a thin jet sheet of air tangentially over its rounded trailing edge through 
a slot running the span of the airfoil. Via the Coanda effect, the balance of centrifugal 
force and suction pressure, the jet sheet is able to flow nearly 180· around the bluff 
afterbody, initially suppressing boundary layer separation, but primarily controlling the 
rear stagnation point, pushing it toward the lower surface. Essentially independent of the 
airfoil's inclination to freestream velocity, circulation and thus lift on the airfoil are 
increased. 
Circulation control has been the subject of a considerable amount of research over 
the last 35 years. A few of the past applications of this concept include both fixed and 
rotary blown wings with thickness-to-chord ratios ranging from 15% to 30%. the reverse 
biowing-circuiation control rotor (RB-CCR) with a slot in the leading edge as well as 
trailing edge, high lift and STOL uses of the circulation control wing (CCW), circulation 
control (CC) ailerons, the CCW/Supersonic No-Moving-Parts High Lift Airfoil, as well 
as a variety of non-aerodynamic C8Ul1eS. This research has produced a great deal of data 
consistently demonstrating the large force generation potential of circulation control. 
The circulation control concept was directly applied to the NOT AR 1M antitorque 
system whereby the helicopter's tailboom became a low-aspe<:t ratio wing operating in a 
flowfield generated by the main rotor. The circulation control tailboom (Figure I) can 
be characterized like the conventional airfoil by lift and drag, as well as power required 
for the slots. Lift and drag are related to side force and download resp«:tively. 
It is the MD 520N Defender (Figure 2) that bests illustrates current state-of-the -
art circulation control tailboom technology. The 520Nhas been certified by the FAA 
with more than three dozen units presently operating. The 520N NOT AR 1M antitorque 
~: ~~:::: ::~city 
e- :~~ measured 
fromfre.estream 
Circulation Control Tailboom Figure 1 
Figure 2 MD 520N Defender 
system consists of the following major components: 
1. cylindrical circulation control tailboom 
2. internal variable pitch fan 
3. direct jet thruster 
4. H-tail-configured empennage 
The tailboom acts simply as a low pressure (approximately 112 - 1 psi above 
ambient) plenum chamber. At the boom's forward end is a 21-inch diameter, I3-blade, 
variable-pitch fan driven by the main transmission via a step-up gearbox. At the boom's 
aft end a direct jet thruster is mounted. The entire boom assembly can be quickly 
removed by simply disconnecting four bolts and an in-line electrical connector. The 
tailboom produces an antitorque moment via the Coanda effect, entraining the main rotor 
downwash with circulation control blowing by ejecting low-pressure air from the two 
slots running IODgitudinally alODg the tailboom's starboard side [Ref. 3]. Figure 3 
outlines the principle components of the 520N NOTARnt system. As a result of 
considerable testing, both inflight and static, the two slots were optimally located at 
approximately 82' and 137' from the boom's top center. 
The variable pitch fan and variable nozzle areajet thruster maintain an essentially 
constant pressure ratio in the boom. Rotor wake velocity sets the slot velocity which 
establishes the fan pressure ratio. This constant pressure ratio provides for a steady slot 
flow over the helicopter operating range. The boom mass flow requirements are 
dictated by the thruster, driven by maneuver requirements. It is the tailboom that 
provides the majority of the antitorque moment in hover, low-speed flight, and 
climbing flight when the entire length of the slots is immersed in the rotor wake and tbe 
dynamic pressure of the wake is the greatest [Ref. 3] As forward speed increases, as 
well as in rearward and sideward flight, the rotor wake is washed ofT the boom and the 
) 
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Figure 3 Principle Components Of The S20N NOT AR System 
wake dynamic pressure decreases. Thus. the boom's anti torque contribution lessens. 
This loss of antitorque moment required for directionaJ control as well as for 
maneuvering is compensated by the direct jet thruster. In that the air source for the 
anti torque tailboom is the main rotor downwash. antitorque compensation for main rotor 
power changes is automatic. thus improving platfonn stability. The conventional 
airframe must transfer main rotor power adjustments to the tail rotor via drive shafts and 
gearboxes. 
The variable-pitch fan is supplied air via a large screened inlet just aft of the main 
rotor head at the top of the cabin section. It produces an axial flow of air for the 
circulation control slots and direct jet thruster. The fan's rotor energizes the airflow; the 
fix:ed·geometry stator vanes convert the rotor swirl energy into axial flow energy. 
Driven by a constant speed transmission, the fan must be of a variable pitch design to 
operate efficiently throughout the operating envelope [Ref. 3): 
1. low end (cruise) - fan in flat pitch, thruster closed 
2. mid point (bover) - fan at low pitch providing minimal air to thruster for 
generation of supplemental antitorque moment 
3. high end (maneuvering) • fan pitch incrcascd providing additional direct-jet 
thrust 
In that the fan is installed interna1ly, the NOTAR™ tailboom is not subject to those 
inflow variations common to the conventional tail rotor system, such as the turbulent 
airflow encountered during crosswind and rearward flight or due to wind gusts, vertical 
tail flow disturbance, and main rotor wake vortex. shedding. Thus, helicopter flight 
phenomena such as vortex. ring state, critical azimuth. and loss of tail rotor effectiveness 
present less of a problem with the NOTAR™ tailboom, again equating to improved 
platform stability. 
The direct jet thruster provides directional control for maneuvering and 
supplements anritorque force requirements of the tailboom and empennage. The 
nonrotating inner thruster assembly is basically a complex: nozzle consisting of a cascade 
system of airfoils with large cutouts on the left and right sides to permit air outflow. The 
cascade efficiently turns flow from a boom axial direction to a perpendicular ex.iting 
direction. The rotating valve assembly is a sleeve with only a single cutout that fits over 
the inner thruster assembly. With rudder pedal movement, the outer sleeve is rotated so 
that its cutout is coincident with the left or right cutout of the inner thruster, directing the 
air jet to either side. The single cutout is sized so that the right inner thruster cutout 
starts to be exposed just as the left inner thruster is completely covered. [Ref. I] Thrust 
exit area is married to the fan pitch schedule so that the fan is always operating at near 
peak. efficiency and sufficient internal boom pressure is maintained to meet the flow 
requirements of the circulation control slots. 
The H-tail-configured. empennage consists of a fixed horizontal stabilator which 
supports a vertical rudder at each end. The left vertica1 rudder has a 30' range of motion 
controlled via the pilot's antitorque pedals. The right vertical rudder has a IS' range of 
motion controlled by a servo--actuated yaw-SAS. With exception of turning on and off 
the SAS from the cockpit, the pilot has no direct control over the stabilator. Nonetheless, 
this system is not flight critical. It is the vertica1 tail that provides the antitorque moment 
required in straight forward flight; directional control maneuvering in this flight regime 
is provided by the thruster. 
Consistent with re<lCllt perfonnance analyses of the MD 500 class NOT AR 1M 
system and comparable conventional tail-rotored helicopters, the NOTAR™ system 
offers the following advantages: 
I. Safer due to no tail rotor, eliminating tail rotor strikes and reducing personnel 
h=d 
2. Internally mounted fan less subject to foreign object damage than external 
tail rotor 
3. Significant overall weight savings for medium and large class helicopters 
(>4000 Ib) (NOT ARlM boom made of graphite and kevlar.) 
4. Less subject to flow disturbances, eliminating such flow phenomena as vortex ring 
state, critical azimuth. and loss of tail rotor effectiveness. and therefore more stable 
5. Greater agility with precise control 
6. More reliable with its lightly loaded components 
7. Improved maintainabilityl higher reliability with tailboom design simplification 
8. Reduced ballistic vulnerability due to the mluction of tailboom critical components 
as well as due to internal boom operating pressures of 112 - 1 psi above ambient 
9. Significantly reduced system noise signature with absence of tail rotor 
2. Flow Over A Circular CyliDder 
MDHC's circuJation control tailboom was easily modeled by a circular cylinder 
with the adaptation ofa circulation control slot - its simplicity giving further credence to 
NOT AR 1M 's design. It was this flow over a circular cylinder concept that led to further 
study of this flow field. 
Backed by a wealth of experimental data, much is known about viscous 
incompressible flow over a circular cylinder. It is well known that zero lift is produced 
by a smooth stationary circuJar cylinder subject to an external flow field. Performance is 
evaluated simply by the measure of drag produced. more specifically the 
non-dimensiona1 drag coefficient. For the low speed incompressible flows of this 
research, both lift and drag coefficients were solely a function of Reynolds number 
(freestream Mach nwnber was considered negligible) [Ref. 4]. Equation I defines 
Reynolds number. 
where: 
Re'" p..,V ... d 
.. 
P. freestreamairdensity 
V OIl freestream air velocity 




Figure 4 pints C ll against a \~ide range of Reynolds numbers for Circular cylinders ! he 
experimental points for the Cn of circular c)linders of widely differmg diameters fall on 
Figure 4 Drag: Coefficient For Circular Cyhndcrs As A Function Of Reynolds Number 
lRef. 5J 
this curve [Ref 5] An arrow pOlnts tn the reglOn of now about which test runs were 
conductedmthlswork 
Cn, very large f(1r Reynolds numbers le~s than 1, decreases Imearly al one ~lopc 
up 10 a Reynolds number of 4 and again at another slope for 4<Rc<IO' For 
IO'<Re<-.lxl(}', en is relatively constant at around 1. for a Reynolds number of3xl0' to 
appro-::imateiy 5x 10' there eXists a sharp drop in ell from around I to () 3 For Reynolds 
nurnh<;,r~ al1me 5-::W' up to 10', Cn climhs hack up to appr())umatei) () 7 This rescar..:h 
highhghls two regton~ \If flow over a cilcular cyimder I!) Reynolds numbers on the 
11 
order of 1O~ and (2) Reynolds nwnbers in the 3xlO\ to 3xlO6 range wherein Cu "alues 
reach their minimwn. 
11 is in the Re -101 region that the Kannan vonex street, or alternating shed 
vonex pattern downstream of the body characteristic of flows at much lower Reynolds 
numbers, becomes irregular and turbulent in nature. At 80' frum the stagnation point, 
the laminar boundary layer separates from the cylinder, producing a distinct wake 
characteristic of a low-energy redrculating flow. [Ref. 4] Figure 5 details this flow field. 
separation point 
separation point 
Figure 5 Flow About A Circular Cylinder(Re ... \01) 
For 3x 1 01 <Re<3x106 , the separatiun of the laminar boundary layer again takes 
place on the cylinder's front face. This time, however, transition to turbulent flow occurs 
in the free shear layer over the top of the wake [Ref. 4]. This turbulence causes 
reattachment of flow on the back face of the cylinder only for flow to again separate at 
approximately 120' from the stagnation point. Figure 6 outlines the thinner wake 
12 




Figure6 Flow About A Circular Cylinder (3xiO\ <Re<3x lOO) 
It is simply the size of the wake, or region of separated flow over the rearward 
face of the cylinder, that determines the magnitude of the drag force. [n the wake, a 
nearly constant pressure is clearly less than that on the front face . As wake size increases 
so does the pressure differential between the cylinder's front and back faces. This 
imbalance produces the aft or drag force on the cylinder. 
By definition, a blunt body (such as the circular cylinder) is one about which the 
flow is dominated by pressure drag due to flow separation, Dp. In order to reduce 
pressure drag on the cylinder, i.e. reduce the wake size, the flow over the hody when 
faced .",ith separation must be persuaded to transition to turbulent flow. In turbulent 
13 
flow, the energy of the fluid partlde~ dose to the body surface is considerably greater 
than that of lanunar flow. thus i,'Teatly enhancing boundary layer attachment \\'hen flow 
ultimately separates, the resulting wake and therefore 1\ has been reduced. [Ref. 4] 
As we transition from the smooth Circular cyhnder to th", circulatlOn cnntf01 
cylinder, the technique of delaymg flow separation IS even more cruciaL Flow separation 
o,er an aerudynamic body, in addition to lIlcreasing drag, re~ults in a substantial lo~s of 
11ft The method of delaying flow separation for the circulation control tail boom IS not 
one of mdl.lcing turhulence but rather one of maintalllmg laminar flow charactensllC~ 
about the bod) surface Via the Coanda effect, boundary layer separatlOn is suppre;,~ed 
wake mmlmlzed. and Dp reduced In additIOn, flow on the slotted Side of the tail boom l~ 
both entramed wwar,j and sucked to the body surface, thus greatly Improving cir-:ulation 
and therefore lift 
To funher redl.l-:e wake size, the C1Tculallon control body must be streamlim:d 
By definition. a streamlined body is one about which the flow is dominated by skin 
fnctlOn Jrag. P, [Ref. 4] In that D, is smaller for lammar flo"" than for turbulent, 
laminar flow 1~ desirable for streamlIned bodies. takmg full advantage of (oanda's 
laminar flow enhancement technique. Agam boundary layer separatlOn IS suppressed. 
ultimately reducing drag and enhancmg 11ft 
14 
B. HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE 
As carl) a~ ]<)71 d Lockheed paper enutled "A(hanced Antitllrque Concepts" ",a, 
pubilshed, oUilimng the facels of po~,ible antllorque systems as well as numerous 
,lppilcatJOns of these concepts Lockheed's recorrunendatlOn for an optimum antitorque 
~ySlem applicatIOn to the hehcopter lookcd very similar to ~OT AR'M 
The '\;OT AR'M system evolved from the deSIre to reduce anti torque taillotor power 
r<,qUlred 1ll a vertical chmb "ia Clrculatlllfl control principle~. When applied to the 
hehcopte-r'" tall boom. cin:ulatlOn control \\ould entram th<' mam Totclr dO\\l1Wash O\ef 
the boom creatHlg the reqUIred antltorquc force, reducing tall rotor power required and 
thu~ pn1\ldlllg more power to the mam rotor ThIS added power \\ould equate to 
increased hover !,,'TO~~ weIght and or gTeater vertIcal rale of dimh capablhtH~' 
rhe MDII( 'Jor A]{T'.1 prOb'Tam began in 1976 when the companj. then 11ughe~ 
Helicopters. mounted a full-5cale c1rculation control ta!lhoom under a ~t.lticall)' thru~ttng 
OH-6A mam rowr on theIr 0\\11 hlade trackmg \~h1r1 stand m Culver (11), Calif'lrnia 
Th~ project wa~ splln~ored hy the l; S AmI) Applied f"elhnology Laborator) a! Fort 
Eu~I1~, \"lfgHlW Thc tmlboom \\';1S of a smgle slot configuratIOn. The slot \,as le% than 
a half inch in width and located 140 degree~ from the boom., top center. Thl, Ie,t was 
dl'ne to demonstrate the feasihillty of applying circulation control pnnciples lO the 
tailhoom as \,ell a~ to detenmne the fund.1mental performance parameters for the 
clrcL!iatlon controllylinder. Optimum perfurmanee criteria wer~ found In be 
15 
1 ~lot location 140 degrees from the top of th~ boom 
mumentum coefficient, ep' (ratio of slot Jet momentum to freestream momentuml, 
ofU.4 
, ~lllt veloClt)"'rotor wake \d0C1t~ (Vj'Vo:> J 0f3.5 
rhe results of this test were promising enough to warrant further study, the appllcatwn uf 
11m concept to an actual heli.,;opter. 
Thc Arm)'s OH-6A helicopter wa~ chosen as the NOTAR f'.j concept demonstrator 1Il 
that it was a quick, inexpensive flying testbed. For safety and comparison pUI'Poses the 
fint te~ts performed In 1'177 through 1978 retamed the tall rotor while creating 
(Ir,'ulatlOn cuntrol \la a wrap-around ~Ieeve that en(.;ompassed the tomard pOl1ion uf the 
boom and an electrically dril-en 3 hp fan to suppl) the blown air. Consldcrable statlC 
whirl stand te~ting of the tadbo0m under an OH-6A rotor was perfonneJ. I-l1ghl tests 
follo\',eJ prming again that thc circulation control pnnciples could in fact be apphed 
cffeCllvel~ to thetallbllom 
It was shmvn thaI the bourn Interacted \',1th the main rotor wake In a ~t~ad). 
controllable, and predictable manner. In a hover, total power {total a'c power = mdlTI 
rotor pov.el -r- fan po\\er) was reduced by 5 5 hp Forty pounds of eqUivalent thru~t \\a~ 
produced at an approximate 1'\ power reduction. Circulation control reduced tall rutor 
(hn.!>t b; 25"~ and tail rotor power by 48%. In a ,ertical rate elf (hmb, perfonnance 
Increased dramatically WIth side'\\ard flIght the effecti\eness of the ta!lboom, measured 
h: thnl~t and power reUuC!lOm, dlmlnlshed This was due to reduced wake \elocltles 
and to the mam rowr "'dke bemg blown off the boom For the ~ame redson rearv.ard 
tllght efkC!lvencss was also reduced due 1,1 the limitcd contribution of the clrculdtl(m 
16 
control slot. Circulation control had little effed on aircraft handling qualities at 60 knots 
m,meu\erl!lg fhght (con;'lsting of tum~, pull-ups, push-overs, climbs, and autorolations) 
Re-:ommendatlOns following these tests suggested changes in slot angle, slot lent.rth. 
number of slots, momentum coeffiCient, andJet \e]oclly,.lS well a~ the development of a 
prot,'lype helicopter which combine~ a circula!lOn control tailboom with a direct Jet 
!hru~ter to conllOl yav" thus elimmatmg the tail rotor. [Ref. 2J At this hme additional 
fWldmg was pro'<ided by the Army fOT a devdopment program to bUild a concept 
Jemonstrator The entire OH-6A boom and tad-rotClT unit was to be repl.lced by <l 
circulatlOn control tallboom and direct Jet thruster The NOT AR"N system was to prove 
lt~ .llrWl1lihincss 
On \7 December 19SL 79 year~ after Kitty Hawk to the day, the OH-6A 
demonstrator flew for the fir~t time. initial ho\cr tests proved extremel~ Ji~appointmg, 
for unl) 20% of the required antitorque force was produced by the bourn (60'''0 was 
pr<,dlctedl Thl~ n::ductlon in performance v,as due to flov, dlsturbane<,~ from the ponion 
of the fu~elagejust furv.·ard of the boom Two large collars were mounted to encircle the 
boom at bt1th end., of the slut ~uccessfull) Isolatmg the ~Idt frum all :'\-D effects, 
sp<'cdlcally thuse produ.;;ed by the fuselage In addition. the engme'~ exhau~t pipe wa~ 
extended to pre,ent slot flov. interf<'rence Slot perfonnance equal to that of the 1978 
concept demonstrator wa~ again achIeved. but at a pnce 
Fl0\, att.achment to the tailboom \~as achlcvcd but at a higher slot flow C',.., 0 61u 
U.S, undesirable due 10 the added power reqUired Also as predicted, the collars produced 
conSiderable drag in forward flight In 1985 flov. vlsuailzatmn studie& in the \1cDonnell 
Douglas lOOO-gallon water tank facility in SI. Louis provided insight into the means of 
optitmzing the boom configuration. The collars ,vere to be removed while addmg a 
second slot, 1'2 mch m width, at 70 degrees from the .ertlcaJ v,ith the idea that thb 
second slot would energize the flowfield enough to cause It to remam attached beyond 
the 90 degree separation pomt, where the origmal slo! would then become effecti\c 
lRcf. 3J In March of 1986 this configuratIOn, now used on the MD 520N Defender and 
\1[) Explorer. first flew. Fhght tests to follow confirmed the fix; strong attachment .... as 
adlleved thus greatly Improvmg boom performance. Most significant. !hi~ .... a, achu;ved 
With a combined Cp. of 0.45, corresponding to a maxlmUln ('I ' mimmum power 
reqlllred conditIOn This OH-6A demonstrator has been fl)mg ever Since In deSign 
~urport of the 520N and LHX hellcopter 
From 1986 to 1991, considerable improvements in fan and empennage deSIgn led \0 
the begmnmg of the bAA certIfication process for the Defender The design had ~ome a 
long way from the anginal OH-6A concept demonstrator. 
While the :\IOTART\1 program was a Hughes McDonnell Douglas compan) team 
effort, credit should be given to several individuals with(lut whose pef';i~tence the 
program would not have succeeded. Most notable is Mr Andrew Logan who ,ened J.'; 
Principal Investigator for the plOneenng ground and fl1ght te~( programs conducted 
bet\\een 1976 and 1986 The compan) patent for 1\iOTART>.l is in :vir Logan'~ name 
SIgn1ficant contributlUns to NOTAR IM technology wen: abo made b) Dr. Tomm} 
Thomp~on who played a key role in the NOTAR'" program in the J9R6-]')<)1 time 
period 
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m. STATEMENT OF PURPOSE 
A change in the shape of the NOTAR™ tallhoom was investigated in this study in an 
effon to increase the antitorque force. It would appear that the lifting capability of the 
cylindrical NOT ARTM boom, effectlVely an airfoil, could be enhanced by streamlining its 
shape to approximate a conventional airfoil. As a compromise between the shape of the 
conventional airfoil .... lth thlckness-to-chord ratios up to 30% and a boom c{}nfiguration 
large enough to house the structural frame required of a helicopter tailboom, as well as to 
keep In line with a recent NOl ARTM tailboom flow visualization study conducted by 
Captain Clay Brown [Ref. 11], the boom shape was scaled tv a 50% ellipse. 
The purpose of this experiment was (I) to determine slot location on the cylindrical 
boom for optimal tailboom perfonnance (maximum sideward lift and minimal drag), and 
(2) to compare performance of this optimized configuration to that of a comparable 50% 
ellipse Vla -wind tunnel testing. Due to time and financial limitations, attempts to further 
optimize the performance of the 50% ellipse tailboom must be the subject of subsequent 
theses 
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IV. EXPERIME~TAL SETUP AND PROCEDllRE 
A.OVERVI£\\ 
Thl, work b a follow-on v.md tunnd te~t prOf;,'fam to the recen! comparatl\C f10v. 
\'lsualization evaluation of a Coanda cyhnder and ellipse. conducted in the NPS nov,. 
vlsuahzation water tunnel by Br,")wn [Ref II]. In an attempt to quantify cin.:ulatlOn 
control tall boom perfunnance, thl~ the,is makes use of the "<PS 1m., speed wmd tunnel 
along wIth Its assocIated data acquIsition system and supportmg hardware With the 
tran~ition from , .... atcr to wmd came a con~iderablc learning curve associated wIth the 
operation and optimIzation uf numerous expenmenlal apparatus as well as wIth the 
manufactun: of two wind tunnel circulatIOn control tallboom models 
B. APPARATIIS 
The following equipment v,.as Ullhzed in thiS theSIS research 
• NPS low speed wmd tunnel 
• 125 pSI compn:ssor and storage tanks 
• cylindncal Circulation control tailboom model 
• 50% ellipse clTculation control tallboom model 
• external ~train-gage balancc and turntable 
• balance cahbrallOn ng 
• water manometer 
• dataacqUlsltlon system 
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I, Lo\o\ Speed" ind Tunnel 
Tho: NT'S wind tunneL pictured In Figure 7, 1<; a low-speed, closed-l1rwit 






Figure 7 ~l'S Aerolab Low Speed Wind Tunnel [Ref. 9] 
a three-bladed variable pit1:h fan \ta a four-speed truck transmlSbwn. providing smooth 
v. md tunnel operation for airspeeds up to approximately 200 mph. 
Located immedIately downstream of the fan IS a set of eight stator blades called 
flm, straightener, Ihe) remo~e the ,v.-ir\ imparted hy the fan which would othcnvise 
credle rre~~ure l()s~e~ and turbulence rhe ducting between the second and third comer 
,anes dlffuse~ the alT Icomerb kindlc energy into pressure energy) Plane curved ~hed 
tummg vane, mstalled in thc runners third and fourth comers. a~ wdl d~ the first, 
effeCll\dy reduce the pressure losses associated \\lth 90 degree turns of airtlo\v The 
tlow contmues through two mrbulen..:e "creen~, approximately SIX mches dpaft, prlOl lO 
entering the settling chamber. The turbulence screens stabilize the flow to provide 
smoother test section flows. 
In the settling chamber the cross sectional area is the greatest and, accordingly, 
the velocity is the least, It is the 10: I contraction cone that accelerates the air to the 
desired test section velocity. f he contraction cone also produces a more unifonn test 
section velocity distribution. Loeatedjus! downstream of the turbulence screens as well 
as at a section of the contraction cone just prior to the test section are four static pons, 
one per wall. Via common manifolds, the average static pressure from both locations 
com'ergc at a water manometer from which a pressure difference IIp can be read 
Following a tunnel calibration, this value provided an extremely accurate indication of 
tunnel velocity_ A pitot-static tube also located inside the contraction cone, near the 
north vertical wall, gave only a rough estimate of tunnel velocity. On the north wall of 
the settling chamber a temperarure gauge indicates the temperature (' F) of the air in the 
settlingcharnber. 
The test section, measuring 45 inches wide by 32 inches high, has a cross 
sectional area of 10 fr. Modified with florescent light corner fillets providing test 
section illumination and a reflection plane mounted parallel to and 3 5iR inches above 
the test section floor, the effective test section cross-sectional area is 8.87 ff. Flush 
mounted and centered in the reflection plane is a remote-controlled, 15 5/8 inch diameter 
turntahle capable of 218 degrees of rotation. The turntahle 10 which the model was 
mounted i!". also thc top of the external strain-gage balance. Test section walls are 
slightly divergent to counter the effective contra(.;tion due to boundary layer growth 
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[Ref 9J. Located Imnlcdiatel) downstream of the te~t ~ectJOn, a breather slot extends 
around the tunnel's penmeter. By this means the test section is ensured of operation at 
atmospheric pressure 
The diffuser converts the kine!lc energy of the air exciting: the test »e<.:llon to 
pres~ure <:nergy, preventing excessive friction losses due to high How velocllJes lRef 9] 
! ocatedju~t upstream of the tunnel's first corner vane, a prolecthe screen ofhea\)' wire 
Shldds the fan from pOSSible loose debris, or FOD 
Test section d)l1amic rres~ure, q"" wa~ denved from the water manometer'~!1p 





test sectlOn dynamic pn:ssure ([bf fi) 
tolbfft 
tunnel "alibratlOn mtercept 
T est ~C{;tion velocity was then derived from the d:rnamic pressure vaJm" ,Ia 
Equation:; 
2. 125 psi Compressor and Storage Tank~ 
1 he source of air for both models' slotted air jet came from three air storage tanb 
located just outSide the engineering building WhlCh houses the low speed v. md tunnel 
These storage tanks were filled by a 125 psi compressor located behind the wind tunnel 
Piping from the storage tanks and compressor ran air to the back of the wind tunnel's test 
section, where airflow was adjusted via a hand-operated gate valve. Piping just 
dovmstream of the tum handle tapered to a 114 inch diameter fitting from which four 
feet of flexible tubing was run to the top of the test section and secured to the model's air 
inlet fitting 
The compressor had been used very infrequently prior to this work. As a result, 
numerous runs were required to dear the system of collected water and sludge prior to 
testing. In addition, before each day's runs, the compressor was bled mice to minimizlo: 
water intrusion to the air line and model. 
3. Circulation Control Tailboom Models 
Essential to the success of this work was the design and fabncatlOn of the two 
'Wind tunnel circulation control tailboom models. For each tailboom specimen, 11ft 
performance characteristics were analyzed and compared. 
a. Circular Cylinder Tailboollt Model 
The circular cylinder circulation control tailboom model was an adaptation of 
a tailboom model made by a previous ~""PS thesis student (though never te~ted). The 
original cylindrical model, pictured in Figure 8 (shown 10 pieces to detail construction), 
was 23 3/4 inches long, 4 1/2 inches in rnameter, 114 inch thick, and made entirely of 
aluminum. Figure 9 reveals how the slot plate and slot adjustment'support bar were 
originally secured to the model's inside diameter. With later slot flow te~ts the 
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thick. The slot plate's interface with the cylinder's inner and outer diameter was designed 
to produce maximum air jet flow tangency. An approximate 15· slot axis 10 outer 
diameter flow tangency condition was created. 
Figure 9 Slot Plate and Original Adjustment/Support Bar 
The cylindrical circulation control tailboom model as wel l as the elliptical 
model were designed with only one slot vice two. (The OH-6A concept demonstrator 
and 520N have two slots.) In that the tailboom alone was modeled and tested, simi lar 10 
MDHC's early full scale tests, no irregular flow disturbance about the tailboom models 
was expected. The incorporation of a second slot was considered unnecessary for a 
laboratory model 
In an attempt to minimize flow disturbance about the model mounted 
vertically, the original aluminum cylinder was extended to span the height of the tunnel. 
On both ends of the original cylinder, solid wood circular extensions, 2 3/4 inches in 
height and the same diameter of the cylinder, were secured. In addition. an eight inch 
diameter, 1I4 inch thick aluminum ba!le was screwed to the bottom extension as a means 
to bolt the tailboom model to the turntable. To insure smooth air flow about the model, 
ordinary wax was applied to fill and smooth the model's screw holes. Epoxy was not 
used so as to pennit dismantJing ofthe model for later study as well as cleaning. 
Figure 10 is a detailed drawing of the completed cylindrical tailboom model along with 
its associated hardware. 
;~ . i 
I Ii' 
iJ'" =.~[ 
Figure 10 Cylindrical Circulation Control Tailboom Model 
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On the top end of the cylinder a port was drilled and a 1/8 inch diameter 
probe inserted, extending approximately haIf the length of the cylinder. An aluminum 
pressure fitting insured no air leakage from the cylinder. From the probe, eight feet of 
flexible tubing was run and adapted to a simple vertical water manometer standing 
alongside the test section. The water manometer, open to the atmosphere ,was utilized to 
measure the internal stagnation pressure (gage) of the tailboom. 
b. 56" Ellipse T.iIbotmt M6rki 
The second circulation control tailboom model to be designed and fabricated 
was a 50010 eUipse, made from scratch and entirely from 6061·T4 aluminum. 
Appendix C details the construction of the elliptical model sized to a 5 1/2 inch major 
axis and a 2 3/4 inch minor axis. The sides of the ellipse were constructed from an eight 
inch diameter, 114 inch thick aluminum tube. The leading and trailing edge spars were 
created from a 1 114 inch diameter solid aluminum bar. The spars wore cut identically to 
fonn the leading and trailing edges of the elliptical model as well as to provide a medium 
to which was secw-ed the edges of the ellipse walls and a support beam lying along the 
model's major axis and running nearly its entire span. The spars and support beam made 
up the backbone or keel of the ellipse. After the model was assembled, the spars 
presented a uniformly rounded leading and trailing edge to external flow. The support 
beam was cut two inches short from both endplates as well as drilled with numerous one 
inch diameter holes (while maintaining structural integrity) to insure adequate airflow to 
the slot. Screws along the span of the ellipse secured the model's walls to both spars. 
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Like the cylinder, the screw holes were filled with ordinary wax and smoothed to insure 
adequate airflow about the model. 
Though obviously different in shape, the ellipse was designed as similar to the 
circular cylinder as possible. The overall length of the ellipse is 29 114 inches, spanning 
the height of the test section. Both ends are enclosed by a 114 inch thick aluminum plate, 
with one end fitted with a 114 inch diameter adapter to accomodate the air source. The 
same 118 inch diameter pressure probe and pressure fitting were adapted to the ellipse, 
located an adequate distance from the air inlet and slot to avoid flow disturbance and 
associated pressure fluctuations. A common aluminum base served to secure both 
models to the turntable. 
Crucial to the construction and performance of the elliptical model was the 
designllocation of the air slot. Like the cylinder, the slot was 20 inches in length and 
aligned vertically along the model's span the same 4 11116 inches from the top of the 
base as well as cut to 0.009 times the model's diameter (chosen as the ellipse's 5 112 inch 
major axis), thus approximately 0.05 inches thick. Unlike the cylindrical model, two 
118 inch spacers were left in the slot to insure gap thickness integrity when subjected to 
aerodynamic loads. 
A great deal of attention was given to simplifying the ellipse slot design while 
optimizing flow tangency features. Slot construction provided an approximate 25' slot 
axis to outer diameter flow tangency condition, found to be more than adequate by 
Brown. The 80% chord slot location was chosen for a number of reasons. First, though 
the literature showed slot locations as far aft as 96.4% chord (for the 30% ellipse), an 
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80% chord position was chosen as a conservative location for a 50% ellipse. Second, 
80% chord was chosen to insure continuity with Brown's study [Ref. 11] where this slot 
location provided adequate flow attachment under a wide range of Cpo values. Third, the 
model's construction could not physically support a slot location much further aft due to 
interference with the trailing edge spar. 
Figure II is a detailed drawing of the completed 50% ellipse tailboom model and 
its associated hardware as installed in the wind tunnel. Figure 12 stands both circulation 
control models side by side for comparison. 
Figure 11 50% Ellipse Circulation Control Tailboom Model 
4. External Strai. Gage Balance and Turntable 
The external strain gage balance and turntable were designed and built in 1974 as 
an integral component of the NPS low speed wind tunnel. When calibrated, it provided 
measured nonnal and axial forces as well as moments on both reflection-plane models. 
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The balance is floor mounled underneath the tunnel's test secrion. The top of the 
balance column makes up the turntable to which the models are secured. Figure 13 
Figure 12 Circulation Control Tailboom Model Comparison 
shows the components of the balance and turntable. Not pictured are the gearing and 
chain at the base of the balance that impans rotation to the turntable remotely. The 
balance consists of a large aluminum cylinder, 114 inch thick, to which two sets of strain 
gages (Bridge A and Bridge B) are onh~gooal1y mounted 00 flexure links and vertically 
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separated by 26.5 inches. Bridges A and B each contribute nonnal and axial voltage 




I D Bridge B E n E • 
26.5 in. 
L data acquisition E n E • system D Bridge A 
Figure 13 Strain Gage Balance And Turntable 
four active legs for automatic temperature compensation. All strain gages work on 
IOVdc excitation voltage supplied by a homemade signal conditioner. Via the signal 
conditioner, strain gage voltage outputs are read from a simple muhimeter. Strain gage 
voltages when multiplied by the calibration matrix, presented in Appendix A, yield the 
nonnal and axial forces and moments on the tailboom model itself. 
5. Balance Calibration Rig 
The balance calibration rig, pictured in Figure 14, consists of a solid steel column 
which supports a 12 x 5 112 x 112 inch adjustable platfonn to which fo ur attachment 
points are anchored, 4 foot cable, an aluminum pulley and support beam. and aluminum 
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weight basket. Appendix A provides a detailed layout of the rig as well as the means by 
which it was utilized to derive the calibration matrix. 
6. Water Manometer 
A vertical column water manometer was used to measure the stagnation pressure 
(gage) internal to the model. Eight feet of flexible tubing was run from the 118 inch 
Figure 14 Balance Calibration Rig And Balance 
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diameter probe, which reached half way down the model's interior, to the water 
manometer stationed aside the tunnel's test section. As internal pressure increased with 
the addition of air to the model, so many inches of water would be displaced to a glass 
receptacle open to the atmosphere. Via an incompressible flow analysis. either model's 
intemal stagnation pressure, i.e. the number of inches of water displaced on the 
manometer. could be equated to slot air velocity. 
7. Data Acquisition System 
The data acquisition system detailed in Figure 15 was simple, effective, and user 
friendly . Attempts to automate data collection introduced considerable interference / 
Figure 15 Data Acquisition System 
clutter from a saturated laboratory electronic work environment. Each strain gage had an 
independent 10 Vdc voltage supplied by a homemade signal conditioner. The signal 
conditioner could be easi ly zeroed out as well as calibrated by self-contained controls. 
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The strain gage voltage produced with any test was routed via the signal conditioner to a 
Fluke 8050A Digital Multimeter for easy reading. 
C. EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS 
1. Testing Bouadarles 
Common to engineering tests are practical boundaries or limitations as to what 
can actually be simulated in the laboratory. The parameters defining these experimental 
runs were shuffled then analyzed numerous times to optimize laboratory equipment 
capabilities at the same time guaranteeing the eltperimental environment's closest 
simulation to reality. 
Initial attempts were made to model MDHC's 520N Defender by matching 
operational Reynolds number as well as blowing coefficient, C". Based on a HOGE 
(Hover Out Of Ground Effect) flight condition and a gross weight of 3350 lb (FAA 
certified gross weight under a normal category), a mean downwash velocity (V OIl) of 
56.2 ftJs was derived for the 520N. (Mean downwash velocity varies with flight 
condition. A hover flight condition was chosen for analysis in that NOT AR N'S 
performance is optimized in this regime and consequently most easily analyzed.) The 
downwash velocity was derived based on a MDHC approximation of 1.6 times the 
momentum theory value of induced velocity, IIi ,at the rotor disk in the HOGE flight 
condition. The velocity of the air emanating from the Defender's slot was then derived at 
an optima1 blowing coefficient Cp. of 0.4 and velocity ratio (VjN ... ) of 3.3 for the 
cylindrical boom. as defined by MDHC engineers. Cp.. is defined in Equation 4 as: 
Cp.=2(p/Poo)(hrlD)(V;lVoo)2 (4) 
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Pj air density of slot air jet 
P"" air density of frecstream air (downwash) 
~. velocity of slot air jet 
V"" velocity offreestrcam air (downwash) 
h, slot height (gap thickness) 
D tailboom diameter 
The density ratio (plp",,)was approximated as unity, a good assumption in that the 
Defender's tailboom internal pressure is only a 112 to I psi above ambient at any time. A 
slot height of approximately 0.20 inches, constant along the boom, was derived from a 
0.009 times the boom diameter relation. The 520N's boom diameter is fixed at 22.0 
inches. At a downwash velocity of 56.2 ft/s, a range of slot air jet velocities of 185.5 ft/s 
to 263.6 ft/s was determined based on the optimal 520N ell and velocity ratio figures 
above. The slot air jet velocity range is well bracketed by the subsonic flow region. 
Based on a downwash velocity of 56.2 ft/s, a 520N operational Reynolds number 
of approximately 655,600 was determined under standard day conditions, which by no 
mistake of the designer falls into the 3xlOS < Re < 3xlO~ flow over a circular cylinder 
regime, equating to minimal <bag. Matching this Reynolds nwnber to the 4.5 inch 
diameter cylinder required a downwash (tunnel) velocity of 274.8 ft/s equating to a 
minimum slot air jet velocity of 906.8 ftJs (0.81 Mach), a velocity well into the transonic 
region. With respect to the matching of Reynolds nwnber, experiment was unable to 
model reality. 
Slot air jet velocity was not to exceed 335.1 ftls so as to maintain the model's 
subsonic flow conditions, both from the slot as well as the cylinder. The slot air jet 
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velocity was further restricted by the limited flow rate capability of the 125 psi 
compressor air source. Nonetheless. runs were conducted at an optimal C" of 0.4, 
though at a much reduced Reynolds number. In addition to these runs, identical runs 
were conducted at C" values of 0.3 and 05 so as to test tailboom performance sensitivity 
to variations in blowing coefficient. Table I out1ines the parameters of these runs, for 
both the circu1ar cylinder and 50% ellipse. 
TABLE 1 TEST PARAMETERS 
Circ._ar Cylinder 
Cu Vj(ft/s) Vinf(ftls) Re 
0.3 I 236.6 59 I 140,720 
0.4 254.1 54.9 130,940 
0.5 270.5 52.3 124,740 
~%Ellipse 
Cu Vj(ftls) Vinf(ftls) Re 
0.3 192 5 48.3 140,720 
0.4 206.5 44.9 130,940 
0.5 219.8 42.8 124,740 
For both models, the slot air jet velocity was fixed for any given blowing 
coefficient, while freestream velocity varied with changing air conditions. Test results 
proved that the jet velocities and corresponding freestream (tunnel) velocities at which 
these runs were conducted were more than ample to produce measurable forces on the 
models as well as to permit long enough run times to facilitate data collection prior to air 
source bleed ofT. The relatively slow tunnel speeds, the slowest of which was 42.8 fils 
(29.2 mph) for the 50% ellipse, was an initial concern, but due primarily to the power of 
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circu1ation control, substantial forces were easily produced as well as measured. 
Nonetheless. this work pushed the limits of the wind tunnel's low end effective speeds. 
2. Measurement Techniques 
Runs for both the circular cyliuder and ellipse were iterative in nature in that 
tunnel and atmospheric temperatures, atmospheric pressure. and slot air jet temperature 
could vary while attempting to maintain a constant Cp.. With these parameters in hand, 
freestream (tunnel) velocity cou1d be determined for a fixed slot air jet velocity. The 
following makes clear this work's measurement techniques. 
The density of the slot air jet and fi'cestream. air was derived via the perfect gas 
equation of state tmder perfect gas assumptions. Both densities required an atmospheric 
pressure. read off a laboratory barometer, and an air temperature. For the internal air 
temperature measurement, a meriad of runs consisting solely of blowing air through the 
model at a particular. experimental run velocity was conducted and air temperature 
measured. For continuity sake, the thermometer used to measllTC wind tunnel 
temperature was abo utilized to measure jet air temperature. The jet air temperature was 
measured by placing the thermometer stem into the jet airstream for approximately one 
minute. This temperature was compared to that of the air coming directly from the air 
source tap, also measured with the same tbennometer. These two temperatures, never 
different by more than 2', were averaged and recorded as the air jet temperature. 
Freestream or tunnel temperature was read from the thermometer secured to the settling 
chamber walL In that run times were extremely short, tunnel temperatures never varied 
by more than a degree. 
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With both densities determined, from the ell equation evaluated at either 0.3, 0.4, 
or 0.5, tunnel speed was determined. As stated above, slot air jet velocity was held 
constant for any given ell_ With both tunnel air density and velocity known., tunnel 
dynamic pressure was determined and converted to centimeters of water (ap from 
Equation 2), to which the tunnel was set and run. 
The air jet velocity was determined analytically. It could not be measured 
external to the model in that the measuring device wou1d disturb the boundary layer and 
thus circulation control performance. The pressure port extending half way down the 
model. when taped to a single line vertical water manometer, provided internal boom 
stagnation pressure. The manometer, open to the atmosphere, provided gage pressure. 
Via an incompressible flow analysis of the cylindrical model, the manometer's pressure 
reading was equated to slot air jet velocity. Table 2 outlines the relationship between 
manometer inches of water and slot air jet velocity, valid for both model's testing. 
TABLE 1 WATER MANOMETER / SLOT AIR JET VELOCITY SETIINGS 
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D. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 
1. Strain Gage Balance CallbratioD 
The external strain-gage ba1ance when ca1ibrated measured normal and axial 
forces and pitching moments on the model sc:c;ured to the turntable. Only when forces on 
the system were related to gage voltages, i.c. when the system was calibrated, could the 
forces and moments on a given model be analyzed. The calibration rig pictured in 
Figure 16 was mounted in the low speed wind tunnel with the tunnel secured and door 
open. Appendix A details the procedure by which this calibration process, adapted from 
._---'--
Figure 16 Balance Calibration Rig (View From Upstream Test Section) 
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the thesis work of Schmidt and Stuart [Ref. 14. 15]. led to the formulation of a 
calibration matrix 
2. Testing Procedures 
As ~taled eariler, all circulatIOn control tallboom performance test runs were 
iterative in nature. Throughout a given series of runs conducted at a constant blowmg 
coefficient and fixed slot air jet velocity, it was necessary to constantly update tunnel 
speed. To insure continuity as well as consistency in testing, a Wind Tunnel Operation, 
Data Collection Flow Chart (Appendix B I was constructed. The flow chart b'Uided the 
wmd tunnel testing and data acquisition process for both model run~. All formulas 
necessary to derive needed variables were preprogrammed into a HP 48SX hand 
calculator for ease of calculation as well as to mmimize computational error 
For the circular cylinder, test runs were conducted at constant e", settmgs of 0 3, 
04 (histoneally optimal), and 0.5 while varymg slot locatIOn from 80' to 135' Slot 
location \vas measured relative to the average downwash velocity vector. Simulated by 
the ,vind tunnel's test section flow. Figure 17 outlmes the slot location measure 
According to MDHC engineers, the mean rotor-induced swirl angle for the 520N HOGr:: 
flight condition IS approximately 10' from the tailboom's top center, away from the 
slotted side 
Unlik<: that pictured, both circulation control models were built with the ~lot on 
their left (port) side in order that the model's antitorque force would correspond 10 a 
positive lift as defined by the calibration process. in addition allowing the tunnel operator 
to con~tantly monitor the slot during all runs Important to note. due to this slot locatIOn, 
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the effecti\(; dO\'..TJwash velocit~ '.ector was now located \0' clockwise from the boom's 
lOp center. Regardle% of convention, the circular cyhnder's dO\'r'TIwa~h ve\ol;it) vector 




Figure 17 Circular Cylinder Tailboom Slot Location \1ea~ule 
ror the 50% ellipse, run~ were again conducted at constant Cji. settmgs of 0 3, 
04, and 0 5 as well a& at th ... same Reynold~ numbers lespect1\'ely al which the Circular 
cylmder run~ \'rere conducted. Ellipse perfonnance was not measured agam~l ~Iot 
position but rather angk ,f attack (AOA), defined as the angle bct\~e<:n the ellip~e'~ 
major dXI~ and the dO\'r'TIwash vcloclt) \ector (test section now I. The ellipse's sl('\ 
location from the dO\'rllwa~h ,elocity vector proved le~s intuitive a de!,,'Tee of mcasurc 
than ,\OA for thiS more conventional airfoil shape AOA wa~ measured rO'iIII\'e In the 
dIrectIon of the slotted SIde Figure 18 defines the elhp~e's ba~dme (0' AOA) ""m(i 
tunnel configuratwn 
In addItion to the clTculatJon control tallboom perronnance runs for both modd" 
non-blowing tar~ nms conducted at all test tunnel speeds were conducted to provldc a 
Fignre 18 50% Elhpse Baseline Wmd Tunnel (',mfiguratlOll 
basel me from v.hich the dfects of circulatIOn control could be analYLed <\150, the 
eifcct, of circulatIOn ,::ontTQI blov.1ng alone wa~ evaluated, conducted at aU tesl ~10l air 
\dOCllie~ 
E, EXPERlMEl\T.\L CORRECTIO:"lS 
The performance of the tailbuom model~ v.a~ effecled by the v.all~ of the closed tesl 
S<.:ctlOll \~hich produced a flo\>, pattern unhle that pre,enl under free aIr COI1JJtlllm in 
order to be~t model reality. \nnd tUllnel boundary correctIOns were appllcd tu all 
pcrformance (hit and dragl l"alculalhln~ rhe lotal blu.:kage <:orredwn wa~ talen as th~ 




c, total blockage correction 
c,b sohd blockage currecllon 
cwh wake blockage correction 
Due to the unusual shape of the tallboom airfod, a simpk eSllmation for the total 
blockage correction wa~ used (Equatmn 6) [Ref 9] 
For the circular cylmder, EquatIOn 6 too,,- the fonn· 
8, = + X c- 0.0243 OJ 
T"he cylinder's projected frontal area was independent of AOA. For the ellipse. where 
frontal area was strongly a funCtlon of AOA, Equation 6 took the form 
X Sllv'(AOA) = 00297 X SlS(AUA) 18) 
1.0551 It' l~ the cfl.ls~-sectJonal area assocIated w11h the dhpse's major a\l~ 
With the total blockage correction e\aluated, a corrected dynamic pressure wa:; 
determined from Equation 9 [Ree 121 
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where: 
qCO" corrected dynamic pressure 
q... dynamic pressure as determined via flow chart 
This corrected dynamic pressure was then incorporated into the Ca and c4 fumru1ae 




L' lift per Wlit span 
D' drag per unit span 
S projected frontal area (5 = d (I») per unit span 
qCt>n'" corrected dynamic pressure 
In recording the strain gage voltage readings during any run, it was annotated that the 
strain gage 0 Ibr voltage readings, particularly that of the Ebn strain gage. from pre to 
post run could vary up to 0.02 mY. This inconsistent variability, though not COlTected 
for, was accounted for in the experimental results chapter. 
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V. EXPERIMENT AL RESULTS 
A. OVERVIEW 
The objective of this low-speed wind tunnel study was to quantitatively evaluate and 
compare the performance (lift and drag) of a circular cylinder and 50% ellipse circulation 
control tailboom model. For comparison purposes, the optimal perfonnance of both 
tailboom models was detennined. Tests on both models were conducted at Cp. values of 
0.3,0.4 (historically optimal) and 0.5 so as to evaluate tailboom performance sensitivity 
to variation in blowing coefficient. 
B. CIRCULAR CYLINDER RESULTS 
Circular cylinder tailboom test runs were conducted first for a number of reasons. 
Primarily, circular cylinder testing took precedence simply in that much more was known 
about flow over a circular cylinder, both smooth and circulation control, than the ellipse. 
Circular cylinder data analysis was thus a great deal more intuitive. Secondly, in 
comparing this data to like circulation control data available from research and industry, 
a means to accredit this work's wind tunnel test bed became available. 
1. C",=O.4 
First circular cylinder test runs were conducted at a Cp. value of 004. historically 
optimal for the 520N. Table 3a is a record of the data taken for slot positions from 80' to 
135' relative to freestream. Applicable to al1 test runs presented at the end of this 
chapter. for any strain gage reading that fluctuated less than :± 0.05 mY, an average 
voltage reading was recorded. And for erratic strain gage readings, greater than 
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± O,05 roV. no reading was annotated 'm as not to create erf()n<:()u~ lift and drag data 
Table ,b i, Tahle 3a's data translated \ ia lh~ calibration matrix 
In Table 3b, both lift and drag t0n::cs and co"fficicfits and ass('ciatcd moments arc 
di,playcd '1 hi, dis~ussion will pay lillie attentiuIl to moment data \',hic'h simpl~' 
provided, In a~'lJc!allon with resultant lill and drag t()f~es, moment arm lengths measured 
n:]allve 1(' th~ turntabk In particular, lift and drag data revealed a \\'~allh ui 
mfonnatlOn 
With ~I()t location's increment;)1 rolal10!l from !W~ to 116', tailhoom lift 
pf()b'Te~Sl\'ely increased to an optimal R.76Ib, (c1 = :?,74) and drag fell to a ncar minimum 
Ib " I R) at the 11('.' SiN position. These results alone ft'vealed huw <.TuciaJ 
~I"t p('~lllDn i., tll ~Irculatiun control tailboom desig.n, In contrast. an 80' 51,)1 pusithln for 
eXdmple resulted in a very poor boom performancc, lift at 3.7') Ib, {c, - I 191 and drag at 
(,)in Ih, 2,1::;,1 Signific.lnl 'Was that accompanying circulation comml', lift 
t:nhanct:mem at the 116' slot position nl' greater than that of a ~m()u!h c)lindcr 
(Ilppr,);..imalel y i 2) f('r the ~ame Reynuld~ numhd 
At slot loeations uf 117' and \ I W. b{llh normal voltage readings b"came vanahk 
rhi~ \'llrillhllity was h~lieved to b~ attrihuted 10 ~ slut location utI of optimal whcreb:- the 
sudlun prm ided via the Coand'l effect was no ]ong~r ~trong enough h.> ~ntrain fr"estrcam 
J1<"w J'i efficiently. This drop in efficlcncy equaled to a slight reduction in lift In that 
averages were taken when recordmg the output of both these nomlal strain gages. th~ 
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resulting lift and drag data was deemed only as accurate as was the naked eye when 
making sU(:h readings 
As the slot location was rotated further aft from 119 to 124', normal voltage 
readings hecame erratic -- thus no voltage was recorded At these slot locations 
ClrCl1lation control wa~ rendered almost useless. Like the smooth circular eylinder at a 
Reynnlth number of approximately 131,000, fiow was simply permitted to separme on 
the front fac<" At slot locations of 12Y to 13Y, normal voltage T<,adings steadied and 
minimal tailbocorn lift attained while drag forces remained relativel) constant at a c,' of 
about 1,2 
In order to evaluate the cffedivenes,> of circulation wntro1. nun-hlt'wmg t<lTC data 
was taken for slot location, from 80' to 135" as well. Table 4a is a record of this data, 
Table 4b presents its translation to lift and drag force~ and moments. For all slot 
pOoitions, the Cd value. again like th~ gmooth circular cylinder. remained around 1,1 
Interesting was th<' no;:gative lift produced by the boom. It appeared that the ~lot alon<, 
In,> blP-wing' did not trip the flow gO as to transition to turbuknce as expected, but ralher 
di,turbed the flow to th~ point of separation, The result uf a relatively smoOlher f1d\\ 
over the boom'~ non-~lotted side led to minimal lift in the negative diredion. As SIOI 
locati,>n was rotaled aft of 85<, i.e. aft of the point of flow ~eparation on the cylinder's 
hon! face, negative lift was ~ignificantly reduced 
For comparison purposes, anOTher sequence of tan: data ITable Sa) conducted 
under the same conditions was taken, but with the ~IOI taped witb ordinary Scuteh tapc 
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It \\a, felt that the ~lol when taped \\ould persuade the boundary ld)'er to tran~illOn to 
mrbukn..:e \H;e to separate .l,.s It appears In Table 4b, tl\]~ was the case, hUI not to the 
cxtc:nt cxpected Compared to the pre\'lous tare runs, c" values \\ere roughly the same 
whik the negative 11ft value, on the :nelage dropped off Slb'TIlfiedfllly Agam thc 
mm-bll'\\,lng slot, though taped, appeared to hinder nl'W attachment and thus pl)~itin, hft 
when (ompared to tlo\\ o\er a ,imtlarly taped perfectl) smooth circular cylinder 
Nonetheless, lift values much doser to zero were achievcti 80th seb of tare data 
\ahdateJ lable lh\ large lift and minimal drag eoefficll~nls created \Ia circulatilln 
cuntrolblowmg 
2. C,u=O.J 
..:onductcd at a ell value of 0.3 Outlmed 111 Table J, the 0,3 blowing coetficlent equated 
to a hnvcr \', and higher V", thJn the 0 4 CIl \alue Table 6a tepre"ent~ the dnta taken 
Tnbk 6b dl~play, II> 11ft and dra:;: translal1un 
A lmear relath:mshlp bet\\een lift and slot position up to 116 , of approxirndt.:i:. 
th~ same slope as that of the [) 4 ell data, was produced 1hough at 'Ignificantiy reduced 
ltft \alues Tn the lmear regIOn, [),1 Cit 11ft and drag Loefft..:tent \Jlue~ \~ere on an 
avera):!e 037 and less than then 0.4 C /l counterpart~ re~pet:tively Agam the 
l'pllrnal ~10l p(l~ltlOn \\d~ determined to b~ 116', thlS time at a lift 'dlu~ of 8 I q lb 
2.13) and d ncar mllllmum drag HtiuC of 3 Sf> lb j 0(7). As C>;.PCCh:J, talc Jala 




Agam. an Identical s('quence of runs was (;OndU(;ted, but at a ell \alue of C.,~ 
Table I equates a higher V, and lower \' '70 \alu(' to the 0;; hloVr1ng coefficient as 
wmpan:d to 0 4 Tahle 8a represents the data taken: Table Sb displays Its translatIon 
At a Tllu.:h lTllpwved 11ft performance at all ~Iot positIOns, again at approxlmately 
the ~ame slope, a linear relatIOnshIp between 11ft and slot position up to 115 wa~ 
plOduced In the Imear r('gIOIl. 05 eM lift and drag coefficient ,alues were on an 
a\eragc 041 and 0 10 greater than theIr 04 eM cuunterparts respectively It appeared 
that an mcrease in blowing coefficient above 0.4 had a dimllllshmg ('ffeet on drag 
(l,efficicnt, Ibough additional data needed 10 be taken to venf) 5uch a claim. A II." 
optImal ~Iot pO~ltlon was determmed, correspondmg to a lift value of9.211br Ic =3 19) 
and a near mimmum drag value of 4 02 Ib, (Cd =1 39). Tare dala (Table 9a and Table 
9b) revcakd agam a ver) C0nsl~tent Co valuc of appro "XI mat d) I I and mimill<ll ne!lall\e 
Itf! 
4. Additional Re~ulh And Summary 
Figures 19 and 20 summanle the results above as plots of~, and c, \er'>U~ ,lot 
p()~ltlOn respectively Flgur<,: 21 IS a L'D versus slot pOSITIOn combin<ltlOn ~'f t]-m hft and 
drag data A.gain, <I distlIlct climb 1Il perfl'nnanee was observed for all eM \'alues as slot 
po~illon \~as Incremented from 80' For all blowing coefficieIll~. maxImum L n 
occurred at IIR' at a L'D of2 60 fDr eM vallle~ orO:l and OA and 240 for a e/J- value 
llf (}.'i. Unltke comentlOnal airfoils and a kc~ to thc succes~ful perfunTIJllce of the 
CJrcuLltIun control .:ylmder, e, \alue~ dropped as litt \\a~ enhanced. At the optimal slot 
PO<;ltlun. the boundar) la)er un the body'~ ,lotted ~urface \\a~ mo,t effectnd y energIzed 
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~CUla;CYlinder Side Force vs. Slot Location 
Cu = 03 
CU=Q4 
Gu= 0.5 
80 90 100 110 120 130 140 
Slot Location (degr~~L)3 
Fi/::llf(' 19 
Circular Cylinder Drag vs. Slot Location 
Cu =030 
Cu = 050 
80 
Slot Location (degree~L _ OJ 
figure 20 
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enhancmg flow attachment to the cylinder ",all and ultimately delaymg Jt~ >eparatioTi 
from the bdck f'1(;e. Circulation Wd~ thus greatly Impro\ed at the same time the \\ake 
Circular Cylinder LID VS. Slot Location 
,::~- / _I ~":~:3: 
05 ~- ~~ 
0-
70 80 90 100 110 120 130 140 
Slot Location (degre~~! 0 3 !)'ax liD 
C, 
Figure 21 
was tllmimlzed, accounting for the maximum lift and minimum drag '.llue, encountered 
Cl)]]sidenng 11ft da!3. alone, a 116' slOt posilion wa~ conduded ,)pt1mal for the circular 
cylmder tail bourn. An L·O anal)~ls re\ealed a ~llghtly higher ~Iot position - lIS· A 
dl>panty cxi~ted between the,e optimal expenmental figures and those of both the ."20N 
dnd0I1-6A 
rhe 116 -118" resulh differed from the 520N', sec,md slot location of 
approximately 137' from the boom's top center and the OH-6,A,'~ ~econd slot locallon 01 
14(; ~()r hoth the ."20"\ and OH-fiA. the pre,en~e of a forward ~Iot alone could haH' 
an;ounted for tbeir second ~I()t'~ further df! lotatlOn. Perhap~ thIS di~paTlt:- can be' 
attnbulcd 10 th", Llrgely different Re}1101ds nUTllb<'TS at whIch these models' te~h were 
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conducted. For example, based on earlier performance calculations, 520N data was 
determined at a Reynolds number of approximately 655,600, while circular cylinder 
results were a product of Reynolds numbers on the order of 101• It is intuitive that the 
circular cylinder's slot position must be located further forward than that of the 520N in 
order to reenergize a flowfield that would otherwise separate at 80' from freestream. 
The 520N's slot position., on the other hand, is located funher aft to most efficiently 
reenergize a flowfield that would otherwise ultimately separate at approximately 120'. 
Essential to note is that without testing like models, a true comparison between these 
results and those of the 520N and OH-6A are at best academic. 
Figures 22 and 23, derived by MDHC engineers, represent the dependence both 
the lift coefficient and hover power required have on blowing coefficient. (The 
circulation control source as well as specific data points were not given.) As shown in 
Figure 22, lift coefficient is very sensitive to slot blowing. Past the curve's inflection 
point, a slight increase in CL can be achieved, however at a cost. Power required from 
the fan, directly related to slot / freestream air pressure ratio, increases. [Ref. 3] 
In that NOTAR™ tailboom performance is most crucial in low-speed flight, 
insufficient blowing can result in a significantly reduced anti-torque force whereby the 
thruster must pick up the load, demanding more power. Figure 23 details this 
relationship. It is ultimately the minimum power required condition that dictates the 
optimal blowing coefficient. In that this curve is relatively flat, slight deviations in slot 
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Momenlum Coeillclent, I: p 
FigUl·e 22 The Effect Of Slot Blowing On Tailboorn Lift [Ref. 3] 
MomentumCoelflclGnl,fl' 
Figure 2J The Effect Of Momentum Coefficient On Hover Power Required [Ref] J 
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blowing about this point can be tolerated. It is from this relatively flat region, spanning 
CtA- values of 0.3 to 0.5, that test run parameters were chosen. [Ref. 3] 
Figures 22 and 23 are presented here in that the power required variable is not 
accounted for in this work. From the results, though lift is enhanced for every slot 
position with the increase of blowing coefficient from 0.4 to 0.5, a ell of 0.5 is not 
necessarily optimal due to a likely increase in hover power required. Nonetheless, the lift 
results for any given slot position did appear to plot well on Figure 22's relative scale. 
As a testimony to the power of circulation control blowing, a series of test runs 
were conducted with the wind tunnel secured and internal blowing activated for all three 
Vj velocity values. Though accuracy of these results were questionable in that voltage 
readings were extremely small and lift and drag results thus vulnerable to the system's 
0.02 mV variability, relative results were valuable. Via a crude means, a measure of 
flow attachment (in degrees from the slot) was also recorded at each slot velocity. 
At a Vj of 236.6 ftls, corresponding to approximately 122' of flow attachment, an 
average 0.43 Ibf of lift and 0.17 Ibr of drag was attained. At a Vj of 254.1 fils, 
corresponding to approximately 133' of flow attachment, an average 0.50 Ibf of lift and. 
0.24 Ibrof drag was attained. At a Vj of270.5 ft/s, corresponding to approximately 145' 
of flow attachment, an average 0.54 lbf of lift and 0.28 Ib, of drag was attained. Flow 
attachment alone was extraordinary. This strong blown air attachment to the cylinder 
was proof that circulation control blowing is purely a boundary layer effect and not a jet 
or propulsive force. 
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C. 50% ELLIPSE RESULTS 
For all three blowing coefficients, lift and drag forces as well as moments were 
measured for varying angles of attack. Angle of attack (ADA) was defined as the 
ellipse's major axis degree of measure from freestream (positive in the direction of the 
slotted surface). Again tare data for all tunnel speeds was recorded to evaluate the 
effectivness of circulation control on elliptical airfoil performance. 
I. CI'~O.4 
Test runs were conducted at a Cp. value of 0.4 initially. Table lOa is a record of 
the data taken for angles of attack from -5' to 2S' and Table lOb is a translation of this 
data to lift and drag forces and their associated moments. The data graphically took on 
the form of the well known c1 - ex curve of the conventional airfoil, i.e. linear to the point 
of flow separation. 
At an ADA of 18', tailboom lift was optimized at 4.89Ibf (c-. = 1.91) at a near 
maximwn drag of 7.64 lbf (c4 = 2.99). This was in contrast to the circular cylinder's 
optimum values of 8.76 Ibf (c1 = 2.74) and 3.77 lbr (Cd = 1.18) respectfully. Lift 
coefficient was diminished and drag coefficient increased by a factor of 1.43 and 2.S3 
respectively. At 19' ADA variability in the Eaa voltage reading was equated to the onset 
of flow separation from the slotted surface, corresponding to a slight loss in lift. At 20' 
ADA, erratic data signaled complete flow separation. At 25' ADA, voltage readings 
again steadied, though now equating to greatly reduced lift and drag values as expected. 
Table lla presents the non-blowing tare data corresponding to a eJl of 0.4 for 
angles of attack from -5" to 30'. Table lib presents its translation to lift and drag forces 
and moments. When analyzed in conjunction with the data of Table lOb, circulation 
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control blowing on the ellipse proved to enhance lift at all angles of attack though at the 
same time increasing airfoil drag. Essential to note, negative lift was produced for angles 
of attack from_SO to 10' and minimal lift (at a 1.38 Ibr(c1 = 0.54) average in the positive 
linear region) produced at angles of attack from IS' to 30' These results alone pointed 
to a relatively poor airfoil shape I configuration, though so was the circular cylinder 
without circulation control blowing. 
2. CI-' =0.3 
An identical sequence of runs was conducted at a C", of 0.3. Outlined in Table 1, 
the 0.3 C", value equated to a lower Vj and higher V co than the 0.4 CI-' value. Table 12a 
represents the data taken; Table 12b displays its lift, drag, and moment translation. 
A linear relationship between lift and AOA was produced up to 18", of 
approximately the same slope as that of the 0.4 C", data, though at a distinct reduction in 
lift. In the linear region, 0.3 C", lift and drag coefficient values were on an average 0.16 
and 0.31 less than their 0.4 C", counterparts respectively. Again the optimal AOA was 
IB", this time at a maximum lift value of 4.99 lbf (c[ mu = 1.68) and a near maximum 
drag value of 7.69Ibf (cd = 2.60). This was in contrast to the circular cylinder's optimum 
values of 8.19 Ibf (\1 = 2.23) and 3.S61bf (Cd = 0.97) for a C", of 0.3. Lift coefficient 
was diminished by a factor of 1.33 and drag coefficient increased by a factor of 2.68. 
This reduction in perfonnance as well as tare data (Tables 13a and 13b) again pointed to 
a relatively poor airfoil shape J configuration. 
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3. Cp.=O.5 
An identical sequence of runs was conducted at a Cp. of 0.5. Outlined in Table I. 
the 0.5 Cp. value equated to a higher Vj and lower V 00 than the 0.4 Cp. value. Table 14a 
represents the data taken; Table 14b displays its translation. 
Again a linear relationship between lift and AOA resulted, this time at a slope 
slightly more positive than that of the 0.4 Cp. baseline. Along with the increase in 
blowing coefficient came a significant increase in lift and drag, 0.28 and 0.45 greater on 
an average in the linear region respectively. At an optimal AOA of 19' a maximum lift 
value of 5.50 Ibf {c_ = 2.37) and a near maximum drag of 8.13 lbf (Cd = 3.50) was 
obtained. In contrast to the circular cylinder's optimum values of9.21 Ibr (cl = 3.19) and 
4.02 Ibr (Cd = 1.39) at a CIL of 0.5, the lift coefficient was reduced by a factor of 1.34 
while drag coefficient was increased. by a factor of 2.52. These results in addition to the 
tare data presented in Tables l5a and I5b further laid claim to needed design change. 
4. Additional Results And Summary 
Figures 24 and 25 summarize the 50% ellipse results above as plots of Cl and Cd 
versus ADA respectively. Figure 26 is a LID versus ADA combination of this data. 
Like the circular cylinder, a distinct climb in performance was observed for all CIJ. 
values as airfoil configuration was optimized, though at greatly reduced un values in 
comparison to circular cylinder results. At a elL of 0.3, maximum un in the linear 
region occurred at 18" (UD = 0.65) compared to a circular cylinder's UD of 2.60. At a 
elL of 0.4, maximum UD occurred at 18' (LID =0.64) compared to an LID of2.60. At 
a elL of 0.5, maximum LID occurred at 20' (LID = 0.70) compared to an LID of 2.40. 
Little value was attributed to those large LID values at 250 AOA for all three blowing 
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The relatively poor performance of the 50% ellipse in comparison to the circular 
cylinder was thought possibly due to operation ofthc elliptical tailboom at ep' values 
distant from its optimaJ range. In other words, the optimaJ Cp. value for the 50% ellipse 
could be a value other than 0.4. Figure 27 presents the results from this work's attempt to 
determine the ellipse's optimal Cp. at a fixed AOA of 18', though without hover power 
required infonnation. At a fixed Vj of 206.5 ftls t tunnel speed was incrementally 
increased, in effect varying ell, and lift and drag data recorded (Tables 16a and 16b). At 
a ell of 0.91, an impressive C. of3.47 was obtained but at a dismal Cd of 5.01. For al1 
ell values, lift enhancement was countered by a relatively large Cd value. The un 
versus Cp. graph revealed that only a slight increase in LID would acwmpany increasing 
ep' values, most likely at a considerable power demand. On the average, an un of 0.66 
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confirmed the 50% ellipse as being a relatively poor performer in comparison to the 
circular cylinder with an optimal LID value of 2.60 (Cil OfOA). 









D. EXPERIMENTAL DATA 
The remainder of this chapter presents all data taken throughout this research. 
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TABLE 3a CIRCULAR CYLINDER DATA 
(Re = 130,940, Ce = OAO, V~= 54,9 fps, Vi = 254,1 fps) 
Slot Position Strain Gage Voltage Readings (mY) _ Comments 
(degrees) 1 Eaa I Eha Ean Ehn 
--80 - 1.13 047 0.75 068 
85 II 0.45 0.85 ~ 
9<) I 09 ~ 0.45 L03 0') 95 104 0.41 1.13 0,98 -
! 10~_ 008 I 0.37 1.24 I ()6 ~ 089 0.33 1.37 115 lID 08 029 146 1.24 
115 0.65 I 025 163 1.37 1------u6I 067 0.25 I 67 141 
I 117 064 0.24 1.66* 1.41: l "'readings variable 
118 I 0(, 0.23 1.64* I 42* average taken 
119 (15)\ 0.21 - readings erratic. 
120 058 -f- 0,21 --=-----:::J no average taken 




123 0.56 025 -~ 
124 056 025 
125 0.56 0.2 04 L 03~ 
126 057 0.18 0.4 ~ 
127 064 0.29 0,43 
128 055 0,13 0.43 '~ 
129 055 ').14 0.41 029 
130 055 014 0.4\ 029 
,--
111 0.55 I 014 0.42 0,29 
132 0.56 014 044 0,3] 
133 056 0.14 045 036 
134 050 0.17 0,48 017 
135 055 0.16 0.49 04 
Notes, 1. Slot rosman mea~ured CCW from the average downv.ash velOCIty vectOl 
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TABLE 3b CIRCULAR CYLINDER DATA ANALYSIS 
~e = 130,940, C. = 0.40, V~= 54.9 fps, Vj = 254.1 fpS) Forces And Moments 
Normal Axial 
(degree)l Lift: (Ibr) c[ 1 Moment Drag (lbr) c l 
(in~lbr) 
80 3.79 Lt9 72.21 
85 4.27 1.34 82.83 
90 5.34 1.68 95.7 
95 585 1.84 105.15 
100 646 2,03 113.99 
105 724 2.27 123.21 
110 7.61 2.39 134.44 
115 8.6 2.68 147.79 
116 876 2.74 152,76 
117 8.66 2.7 153.31 







125 2.09 0.66 3607 
126 2.16 0.68 33.51 
127 2.6 0.82 2875 
128 2.49 0.78 3023 
129 237 0.74 2918 






































I3l 2.47 0.78 28.68 3.87 121 17.1 
132 255 0.8 31.16 3.94 1.24 17.28 
133 2.37 0.14 39.12 3.87 121 18.98 
134 2.66 0.84 38.22 3.74 1.17 23.63 
!3S 2.58 0.81 43.05 3.66 115 23.06 
Notes. L Slot POSl'tlon measured CCW from the average downwash veJOClty vector. 
2. Solid and wake blocking wind tunnel boundary corrections applied. 
q..,.,. = 3.69 for all runs with exception ofrons of slot position 115·120 
(q"",,=3.71). 
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TABLE4a CIRCULAR CYLINDER TARE DATA 
(Re ~ 130,940 , V ~ ~ 54.9 fps , q~ ~ 3.62) 
Slot Position Strain Gage Voltage Readings (mV) 
(degrees)l E"" Eba Ean Eb, 
80 0.64 0.27 0.06 0.16 
85 0.53 0.22 -0.3 -0.15 
90 0,55 0.23 -0.26 -0.09 
95 0.58 0.24 -0.21 -0.04 
100 0.59 0.25 -0.14 0.02 
105 0.6 0.25 -0.09 0.07 
110 0.62 025 ·0,04 0.14 
115 0.62 0,25 O.oJ 0.17 
116 0.63 0.25 003 0,19 
117 063 0.25 0,04 0.2 
118 0.62 0.26 0.04 0.22 
119 0_62 0.26 0,07 0.24 
120 0.62 0.25 0.07 0.26 
121 0,62 0.25 0,09 0.28 
122 0,62 0.25 0,09 0.29 
123 062 0,25 0.1 0.3 
124 0.62 0,25 011 OJ 
125 0.62 0.25 0.12 0.32 
130 061 0.25 017 0.37 
135 0.6 0,24 0.23 0.42 
Notes I Slot positIOn mea.sured CCW from the average downwash velOCity vector 
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TABLE4b CIRCULAR CYLINDER TARE DATA 
ANALYSIS 
(Re = 130,940, v~= 54,9 fps, q~ = 3.62) 
Forces And Moments 
Slot Position Nonna! AxiID (degree)' 
Lift (Ibr) c, l,l Moment Drag (lbf) c, Moment 
(m-Ibf) (in-Ibf) 
80 -0.21 0.06 20.96 3.82 Ll9 40.28 
85 -2.08 0.65 -12.78 3.29 1.03 29.72 
90 -2.01 063 -4,78 3.35 104 32.5 
95 -1.79 0.56 LI2 3.52 l.l 34.S3 
100 -1.42 0.44 7.5 3.53 l.l 36.78 
105 -1.21 0.38 13.56 3.58 1.12 37.44 
110 -1.11 0.35 23.11 3.68 US 38,73 
115 -0.78 0.24 25.68 3.69 1.15 38.77 
116 -0,7 0.22 28.16 3.76 1.17 38,95 
117 -0.66 0.21 29.35 3.75 117 39.11 
118 -0.75 0.23 32.27 3.58 112 41.67 
119 -0.56 0.17 34.15 3.58 1.12 41.76 
120 -0.69 0.22 37.9 3.6 1.12 40.89 
121 -0.6 0.19 40.28 3.58 1.12 4121 
122 -0.66 0.21 41,97 3.57 1.11 41.59 
123 ·0,61 0.19 43.16 3.56 111 J 41.75 
12' -0.51 0.16 42.66 3.57 1.11 41.53 
125 -0.53 0.16 45.54 3.55 1.11 I 42.08 
130 -0.3 0.09 51.39 3.43 \,07 43.02 
135 0 0 57.1 3.38 1.06 42.1 
Notes. 1 Slot positIOn measured CCW from the average downwash VeiOClty \ector. 
2. Soli.d and wake blocking wind tunnel boundary corrections applied. 
'k.,,=3.71. 
3. All cj values recorded as positive, regardless of lift direction. 
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Eba Fan 
80 049 ()22 -03-1-
- ----
" 
053 023 -OJ -U2 
- --
-
'0 05'; 024 -026 J)I~ 
95 057 025 -022 -0 I, 
100 059 ~25 L -013 -006 
105 06 026 I -007 -002 
~O-~061 -02b l----=002 00::: 
lIS 062 026 002 ~05 
-lIb !~o~ 002 007 
i ::; ::~ :~i=L::f- ::: I 
II'! _062 l O~ " 00'; -r 01 
IlU L 062 02() 007 01 
121 : 0~2-b- U08 OIl 
i~l '-026-~~ 013 
-12--:;-' 063T0-;;-- (J09 f)14 









(Re - 130,940. Y oo~ 54.9 s, oo~ 3.62) 
SO -195 ~5-----'~1~7"~--~~-r~~----~~~~~-t~~~ 
90 -161 05 -1699 3 -12 107 j145 
95 -I ]7 0 43.--+--.:-:4-::0::-'----1· --:3c:5CC3-----I;-I~~-:cDC;('CC8--t 
~1(~)O-----.;-0~88~~~~~O~2~7~----~--~.6~54~, 368 ~1~15~ __ ~]~3~48~ 
10~ ~. 016 -303 ~_1_16_ 3518 
110 I -201 i 063 10 36 358 112 3948 
115 45 385 12 3558 
_"_O~ -0 ! 0 OJ 7 53 ----:"':--,--'::-:::--1 
117 -005 002 872 
118 -u 110 ;-0:-:4--+--::1;-0 =77~,--::-::c:-----c=--t--;-c;:c-I 
Ill) 002 00] 1146 
! 120 021 006 1046 
~02 006 1334 







018 006 1633 386 
022 007 1762 393 
o 31--L.--'O-'I---1 ]9 8 3 75 




117 37 96 
117 3783 
3677 
TABLE 6a CIRCULAR CYLINDER DATA 
(Re = 140,720, Ce = 0.30, V~= 59.0 [ps, Vi = 236.6 [Psi 
Slot Position Strain Gage Voltage Readings (mY) Comments 
(degrees) 1 E" Eba Ean Ebn 
80 0.46 0.58 0.56 
8S 0.99 0.44 0.72 0.65 
90 094 0.42 0.86 0.79 
95 0.9 0,38 0.98 0.88 
100 0.9 0.38 1.21 1.06 
105 082 0.34 US US 
llO 0,76 OJ 1.5 13 
ll5 0.65 0.25 1.59 1.39 
ll6 0.65 0.25 1.6 1.39 
117 0.61 0.24 1.59 1.39 
'" readings variable, 
ll8 0.59 0.24 1.58* 1.37'" average taken 
ll9 0.56 0.23 - readings erratic, 
120 0.55 0.2 
no average taken 
121 0.63 0.29 
122 0.63 0.29 
123 0.63 0.29 
124 0.63 0.29 0.4 0.44 
125 0.63 029 0.4 0.43 
130 0.63 0.29 0.43 0.46 
135 0,62 0.29 0.5 047 
Notes I Slot positIOn measured CCW from the average downwash velOCity vector. 
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TABLE 6b CIRCULAR CYLINDER DATA ANALYSIS 
(Re ~ 140,720, C" = 0.30, V 00= 59.0 fps • Vj = 236.6 fps) 
Forces And Moments 
Slot Position-----cN:-o-=:-,lc--'-==~==----:Axi:-·:-ID-­
(degree)' 
.\1oment Drag (lbf) i c4 Moment 
(in-lbf) (in-lbf) 
Lift (1b,) 
80 283 0.77 59.43 5.78 1.58 7026 
f--85 _+-_3::.:6::.:9 __ ---'_+---"'6'''''.2:--:6_f--'''cc· 79'-_--"1.,,58'----+--'6"-7.,,44'---1 
90 43 117 8513 538 1.47 671 
95 4,95 ].35 95.37 5.22 "IAc:Z-t--;6-:-1.-:-'6----1 
100 6.23 1.7 114,) 516 1.41 63.64 
IOS--:-6:-:.9""--:-Ic:.'':-9 -r-"'12""':-Z--:-4 :-6.1c-~-'-1 .::.-:-6-t--:'':-'6'''6----1 
110 7.72 2,\ 1418 428 _1._17_+-_,_,._1'---1 
lIS 8,09 2,2 153.18 355 097 49.94 
116 8,19 2.23 152.68 ],56 097 ~
I ::: 
8.1 2,21 153.13 326 () 89 48.85 
8.12 221 150.Q3 3 12 085 --1----,4"""",'---1 
~20 _L ___ + __ --j __ _ 
,~ ----~-+-~-+-~--~-_r ~ 
•..... 
I~ 164 045 5046 353 I 0,96 46,88 
1--1;':2'0', -t--~l ,'" -+--'-0 -'46-+--'4-',.""6'-t--'3-"""-"--'0-'9-:-7 --4:-6:-'':-9--1 
130 I 83 0,5 52.33 3,53 096 4697 
135 24-"---;O-'.68c--i 50A1 3.5 0,95 4594 
Notes 1. Slot pOSItIOn measured CCW from the average down\\ash veloclIY vector 
2 Solid and wake blocking wind tunnel boundary corrections applied 
4,"" - 4.25. 
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TABLE 7a CIRCULAR CYLINDER TARE DATA 
(Re = 140,720, v~ = 59.0 fps, q~ =4.18) 
Slot Pos.ition Strain Gage Voltage Readings (mY) 
(degrees) I Eaa Eba £an Ebn 
'0 0.7 0.31 0.05 0.08 
85 0.59 0.26 ..0.34 -0.22 
90 0.62 0.28 -0.3 -019 
95 0.66 0.28 -0.25 -0,15 
100 0.67 0.29 -0.17 -0.09 
105 0,68 0.3 -007 -0.02 
110 0.69 0.3 -0.02 002 
115 0.69 03 0.03 006 
116 0.7 03 003 0.07 
117 0.7 03 0.04 0.09 
II' 0.69 0.3 0.06 0.1 
119 0.69 0.3 0.07 0.11 
120 0.69 0.29 0.08 0.13 
121 0.69 OJ 0.09 012 
122 0.7 0.29 0.10 0.13 
123 0.7 0.29 D.ll 0.14 
124 0.69 0.3 0.12 01' 
125 0.69 0.3 0.14 0.16 
130 0.69 0.29 0.16 019 
\35 0.68 0.28 0.24 0.24 
Notes: L Slot pOSition measured CCW from the average downwash velOCity vector. 
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TABLE 7b CIRCULAR CYLINDER TARE DATA 
ANALYSIS 
(Re = 140,720, v~= 59.0 fps, q~ = 4.18) 
Forces And Moments 
Slot Position Nonnal Axial (degree)l 
Lift (lbf) ~" Moment "' .. (lbJ c, ' Moment 
(in-lbJ (in-Ibf) 
80 0.16 0.04 71 4.26 1.15 43.17 
85 -2.06 0.56 -23.44 3.67 0.99 3366 
90 -L81 0.49 -20.78 3.82 103 36.8 
95 -1.56 0.42 -16.1 4.14 1.12 3666 
100 -1.09 0.29 -10.22 4.16 1.12 38.68 
105 -0.48 013 -365 4.18 1.13 40.64 
110 ·0,21 0,06 0.72 4.25 US 40.92 
115 007 0.02 4.98 4.23 U4 41.34 
116 0 6.77 4.3 1.16 41.59 
117 -001 9.66 4.28 116 42.13 
118 0.14 0.04 10.24 42 1.14 42.21 
119 0.18 0.05 11.43 419 113 42.37 
120 0.16 0.04 14.68 422 1.14 41.27 
121 033 009 12.12 4.20 1.14 42.31 
122 0.35 0.09 13.78 4.32 1.17 40.68 
123 0.39 0.1 14.97 4.32 1.17 4084 
124 0.51 0.14 14 4.19 1.13 4241 
125 0.6 0.16 16.38 4.18 1.13 42.73 
130 0.62 0.17 20.82 4.2 1.14 41.79 
135 1.12 0.3 25.52 4,17 1.13 4042 
Notes. I. Slot pOSitIOn measured CCW from the average downwash velOCIty vector. 
2. Solid and wake blocking wind tunnel boundary corrections applied. 
q.",,=4.28. 
3. All cl values recorded as positive, regardless of lift direction. 
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TABLE 8a CIRCULAR CYLINDER DATA 
(Re ~ 124,740, C. ~ 0.50, V ~~ 52.3 fps , Vj ~ 270.5 fps) 
Slot Position Strain Gage Voltage Readings (mV) Comments 
(degrees) I EM Eb, E" Ebn 
80 1.09 0.49 0.79 0,67 
85 1.07 0.47 0.9 0.76 
90 102 0.44 1.04 0.86 
95 0,99 0,41 1.16 0.97 
100 092 0.38 1.28 l.OS 
105 089 0.36 1.48 1.22 
110 0.77 OJ 1.59 1.28 
115 069 0.25 1.7 1.38 
116 0,66 0.24 1.68 1.36 
-:-~~_t--K65 0.22 1.66 1.36 , readings variable, r----i 18 0.64 0.23 1.65* 1.32* average taken 
119 0.59 ! 0.22 • readings erratic, 
120 0,57 0.11 
no average taken 
121 0.54 0.2 
122 0,54 0.22 
123 0,52 0.21 
124 0,51 ! 0.22 
125 0,52 0.22 
126 0.52 I 0.22 
127 0.52 0.22 0.46 0.39 
128 0,51 0.23 0.47 0.4 
129 0.5 0.22 0.47 0.4 
130 0.5 0.22 0.5 04 
135 0.49 I 0.22 0.5 0.4 
Notes 1 Slot pOSltlOn measured CCW from the average dm.vnwash velOCity vector 
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TABLE 8b CIRCULAR CYLINDER DATA ANALYSIS 
(Re = 124,740, Ce = 0.50, V~= 52.3 fps, Vj = 270.5 fps) 
Forces And Moments 
Slot Position Normal Axial (degree)! 
Lift (lbf) ,,' Moment Drng (Ib,) '. Moment (in-lbf) (in-lbf) 
'0 43 1.49 67.36 6.42 2.23 73.48 
85 487 1.69 77.59 6,32 2.19 71,47 
90 56' 1.97 88.06 6.03 2.09 67.94 
95 6.23 2.16 101.43 5.86 2.03 64.98 
100 6.96 2.41 1093 5,42 1.88 61.41 
105 7.99 2.77 128.45 5.19 I., 60.61 
110 8.72 3.02 134.01 4.5 1.56 52.26 
lIS 921 3.19 146.39 4,02 1.39 46.54 
]]6 9.12 3.16 144.06 3,83 1.33 44.99 
117 '.9 3.09 145.68 3.82 1.32 42.29 










127 2.46 085 40.37 31 1.08 33.64 
12' 2.53 0.88 41.1 2.96 1.03 35.58 
~ 2.52 0.87 41.36 2.93 1.02 34.08 130 2 '2 0.98 39,85 2.96 1.03 33 41 
135 2.82 0.98 39.74 2.88 -illS 
Notes. I. Slot position measured CCW from the average downwash velOCity vector. 
2. Solid and wake blocking wind tunnel boundary corrections applied. 
qC"IT'" 3.34 
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TABLE 9a CIRCULAR CYLINDER TARE DATA 
(Re = 124,740, v~ = 52.3 fps, q~ = 3.32) 
Slot Position Strain Gage Voltage Readings (mV) 
(degrees)l EM Eba Ean Ebn 
80 0.22 
85 0,49 0.21 ~O.29 ·0.18 
90 0.53 022 -0.24 -014 
95 0.55 0.23 -0.19 -OJ 
100 0.56 0.24 ·0.13 -004 
105 0.58 0.24 ·0.08 0.01 
110 0.59 0.24 -0.02 0.03 
115 0.59 0.24 0.03 0.08 
116 0.6 0.25 003 0.1 
117 0.59 025 0.03 0.11 
118 0.59 0.25 0.04 0.12 
119 0.6 025 0.05 0.13 
120 0.6 0.25 006 0.13 
121 0.6 0.25 0.08 0.14 
122 0.6 0.25 0.09 0.14 
123 0.6 0.25 01 015 
12. 0.59 0.25 011 0.16 
125 059 0.24 012 0.17 
130 0.59 0.24 0.17 023 
135 0.58 0.24 0.22 0.28 
- readings erratIc, no average taken 
Notes: 1. Slot position measured CCW from the average downwash velocity vector. 
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TABLE 9b CIRCULAR CYLINDER TARE DATA 
ANALYSIS 
(Re = 124,740, v~= 52.3 fps, q~= 3.32) 
Forces And Moments 
Slot Position Nonnal Axi~ 
(degree)' Lift (Ibf) ,," Moment Drag (the) '. Moment (in-lbf) (in-lbr) 
80 
85 -0.18 0.06 -0.29 0.49 0.17 0.21 
90 -1.54 0.52 -14.09 3.34 1.14 28.76 
95 -1.26 0.43 -9.99 3.44 1.l7 30.55 
100 -0.99 0.34 -3.1 3.44 1.17 33.02 
105 -078 0.26 3.06 3.58 1.22 33.54 
110 ·0,3 0.1 3.54 3.69 1.26 32,83 
115 -0.09 0.03 9.49 3.66 1.25 33.64 
116 -0.19 0.06 12.62 3.66 1.25 3591 
117 -0.24 0.08 14.21 356 1.21 36.44 
118 ...0.19 0.06 15.40 355 1.21 36.6 
119 -0.16 0.05 1669 3,63 1.24 36.62 
120 -006 0.02 16.19 3.64 1.24 36.4 
121 0.09 0.03 16.88 3.64 1.24 36.33 
122 0.19 0.06 16.38 3.65 1.24 36.11 
123 0.23 0.08 17.57 3.65 1.24 3627 
124 0.28 0.1 18.65 3.56 1.21 36.57 
125 0.3 0.1 20.21 3.6 1.23 35.09 
130 0,47 0.16 27.85 3.55 1.21 36.28 
135 069 0.24 33.7 3.44 1.17 37.22 
Notes. 1 Slot poSItion measured CCW from the average downwash velOC]ty vector. 
2. Solid and wake blocking wind tunnel boundary corrections applied. 
'br,.=3.40. 
3. All C. values recorded as positive, regardJess of lift direction. 
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TABLE lOa 50% ELLIPSE DATA 
Re ~ 130,940, C~ ~ 0.4, V ~~ 44,9 ftls, V ~ 206.5 ft/s 
AOA Strain Gage Voltage Readings (m V) Comments 
(degrees) 1 E" Eba EM Eb, 
-
-5 085 0.4 0.18 0,]4 
047 0.32 022 
118 053 0.47 033 
10 125 055 0.6 042 -
IS 1.28 0,58 0.73 0.52 ~readings 
16 131 059 075 057 variable 
average 
17 128 058 0.78 06 taken 
18 11~ o S9 0.81 0.61 i9 0.58 0.81 063 - readings 
20 0.54 0.80* 
erratic, no 
0.59 average 
25 086 0.38 I 0.59 0.43 taken 
Notes I AOA represents measure ofelhpse s major aXIs from Jreestream 
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TABLE lOb 50% ELLIPSE DATAANALYS1S 
(Re ~ 130,940 , C~ ~ 0.4 , V ~~ 44.9 ftls , V ~ 206.5 ft/s 
ADA 
(degree)' 







boree, And Moments 
Nonnal 
c. Moment Drag (lbr) 
(in-lbf) 
047 903 51 
085 1457 6.03 
-~--------
1.19 2S 37 722 
IS T 34.08 769 
179 43.71 776 







~ 02 5528 
::: 38 (,465 
::: 84 7: 88 
302 75 
304 RI ::: 
-' 09 8-' q 
301 831(' 
2.99 8452 
:: 93 8392 
5384 
TABLE lla 50% ELLIPSE TARE DATA 
(Re ~ 130,940, V ~~ 44.9 ftJs, q~~ 2.40) 
AOA Strain Gage Voltage Readings (mV) 
(degrees) I Eaa Eb, E,n Ebe 
-5 004 002 -015 -0.08 
01 004 -013 ~ 
015 007 -0,1 -005 
10 0,21 0.1 -008 -004 
-------- Ol~ 15 053 0.24 024 
16 0,53 0.24 024 019 
17 05 0.22 023 0.18 
18 0.47 021 022 017 
I') 0.45 02 021 0,16 
----------
20 044 02 02 016 
25 045 02 025 02 
30 037 018 -005 -002 
Notes 1 AOA represents measure ofelhpse 5 major aXIs from freestream 
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TABLE lIb 50% ELLIPSE TARE DATA ANALYSIS 
Re ~ 130,940, V ~~ 44.9 ftls, ~~ 2.40 
AOA 




Forces And \ioments 
Axial 
_.-,4,,-04,---~_O 6 0 24 5 7S 
Ob8 027 -442 089 ~.------2..2'-1--~1"O~~1==:=0-,52,---+---,~ ____ ~ __ ~-,-,,----,~O~49~ ___ n70 
15 I 42 1 25 3402 
1(, ------'--: ~=:--'----'(-'1_5"J- 16 16 --'-J=.04'--------'-1.=25~-
----~O~52~~~~~1~5~O=2~_-~T_-_'~2~.8~5--1.12 
19 127 (l,S U 99 2,74 
---'--:--_____ 14=.3,,8 ____ =2 -,"',---+---:1 03 







TABLE 12a 50% ELLIPSE DATA 
Re ~ 140,720, C" ~ 0.3, V ~~ 48.3 ft/s, V ~ 192.5 ft/s 
AOA Strain Gage Voltage Readings (m\') Comments 
(degrees) I I E~ Eba Em Ebn 
-5 089 042 0.22 02 
1.09 0.49 0.38 0,31 
1.22 056 0.5 04 
10 13 06 0.65 05 
15 I 1.35 0.62 0.78 0.6 
16 133 062 0,81 0(,] 
17 135 0.62 0.83 066 
-------
I 062----18 1.31 0.85 067 
10 I - readings errat1c, no 
20 092 042 046 average 
25 0.86 0.4 0.59 0.49 taken 
Notes I AOA represents measure of ellipse s major aXIs from freestream 
TABLE 12b 50% ELLIPSE DATA ANALYSIS 
(Re ~ 140,720 , C# ~ 0.3 , V ~~ 48.3 ftls , V ~ 192.5 fils) 
Forces And Moments 
AOA NonruU Axiru (degree)' 














1.26 0.43 16.87 5.28 1.8 5943 
2.23 I 0.76 27.01 6.6 225 68.8 
2.97 1.01 35.04 7.32 2.49 79.28 
3.92 I 1.33 43.82 7,78 2.64 85,23 
4.66 1.58 54.02 8m 2.73 8876 
48 1.62 57.38 7.88 2.66 89,52 
4.82 1.63 61.66 8.02 2.71 89,95 
4.99 1.68 61.93 7.69 2.6 90.45 
3J 1.11 47.8 5,03 1.69 5944 
Notes 1, AOA represents measure of ellipse s major aXIs from fi"eestream 
2. Solid and wake blocking wind tunnel boundary corrections applied 
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TABLE 13a 50% ELLIPSE TARE DATA 
(Re ~ 140,720, V oo~ 48.3 ft/s, qoo~ 2.78) 
ADA Strain Gage Voltage Readings (mY) 
(degrees) 1 E" Eb, Eon Eb, 
-5 0,03 0.02 ·0.17 I -0.11 
01 0.05 -0.14 -01 
0,18 0.08 -0.11 L -0.08 
10 0.2] 0.11 -0.09 -0,06 
15 0.6 0.27 0.29 0.2 
16 0.59 I 0.26 0.27 0.19 
17 0.55 0.25 026 0,18 
18 0.54 0.24 0.25 0.18 
19 0.51 0.23 0.24 0.17 
20 0.5 ! 0.23 0.24 I 0.17 
25 0.52 0.23 0.28 0.21 
30 I 0.42 I 02 -005 -002 
Notes 1. ADA represents measure of ellIpse's major axiS from freestream 
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TABLE 13b 50% ELLIPSE TARE DATA ANALYSIS 
(Re ~ 140,720, V ~~ 48.3 fils, q~~ 2.78) 
Forces And Moments 
AOA Normal Axial (degree)' 
Lift (lbf) " Moment Drag (lbf ) 
I 
Moment 0, 0, 
(in-Ib,) (in-lb,} 
-5 -L06 036 -10 5 0,16 0,05 24~ 
c----o. -0.81 0.28 -10.67 I 061 021 6.11 
5 -0.62 0.21 -904 113 038 ]003 
~ -0.51 017 -722 I 1.39 0.47 1459 
15 187 063 1577 3.67 L24 3724 
16 171 0.58 1534 363 1.23 ~
17 168 0.57 1409 335 LlJ 3455 
I' L57 0.53 14.85 33 l.ll ------nn 
19 1.52 051 13 71 311 105 I 3188 
20 153 0.52 13.61 3.02 1.02 32,02 Itlsl 1.69 0.57 1858 I 316 1,06 L 323!! 
JO -029 0.1 -3.74 2.51 0.84 2738 
"otes I AOA represents measure of elhpse s major aXIs from freestream 
Solid and wake blocking wind Immel boundary corrections applied 
3 All c l values recorded as positive, regardless oflifl direction 
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TABLE 14a 50% ELLIPSE DATA 
Re = 124,740 , C~ = 0.5 , V ~= 42.8 ftls V = 219.8 ftls 
AOA Strain Gage Voltage Readings (mY) Comments 
(degrees) I EM Eba Ean Ebn 
·5 0.91 0.43 0.22 01. 
1.09 0.48 0.35 0.25 
12 054 0.51 0.36 
10 1.31 0.58 0.65 0.47 
15 1.34 0 .• O' 0.57 
I. 1.35 0 .• 0.81 0.59 
17 1.34 0 .• 0.83 0 .• 
18 1.34 0.59 0.86 0.63 
19 L34'" 0 .• 0.89 0." "readings 
20 1.29· 0.57 0.8S* 0.62 variable, 
21 1.26* 0.55 0.8S* 0.3 average 
taken 
22 1.16* 0.53 0.78* 0.59· 
25 0.89 0.38 0.65 0.46 
Notes I AOA represents measure of elbpse's IIllljor IlXlS from freestream 
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TABLE 14b 50% ELLIPSE DATA ANALYSIS 
(Re = 124,740, C" = 0.5, V ~= 42.8 ftls, V = 219.8 ftls) 
Forces And Moments 
ADA Nonna! Axiol (degree)' 
Lift (lbf) 0,' Moment Drag (Ibf) '. Moment (in~lbf) (in-Ibf) 
-5 1.48 0.64 9.95 5,47 2.38 59.26 
2.25 0.98 18.72 6.72 2.92 65.52 
3.26 1.41 28,28 7.32 3.17 74.5 
10 4.05 1.75 39.58 8.01 346 8065 
IS 4.99 2.15 48.56 8.16 3.52 84.01 
16 4.98 2.15 51.55 8.22 3.54 84.42 
17 5.12 2.21 52.13 8.14 3.51 84.49 
I' 524 2.26 56.07 8.17 3.52 83,33 
19 5.5 2.37 55.89 8,13 3.5 84.69 
20 S.49 2.36 53.57 7.88 3.39 79.91 
21 5.42 2.33 55.68 7.71 3.32 77.42 
22 4.67 2.01 53.61 6.94 29' 76.23 
25 4.01 l.72 40.75 5.5 2.36 53.23 
Notes 1. ADA represents measure of ellipse'S major axiS from freestream. 
2. Solid and wake blocking wind tunnel boundary corrections applied 
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TABLE 15a 50% ELLIPSE TARE DATA 
(Re= 124,740, V~=42.8ft1s,Q~=2.18) 
ADA Strain Gage Voltage Readings (mY) 
(degrees)l EM Eba E ... Ebn 
-5 0.04 0.02 -0.16 -0.09 
0.09 0.04 -0.14 -0.08 
0.14 0.06 -0.12 -0.07 
10 0.2 0.09 -0.1 -0.06 
15 0,49 022 0.19 0.15 
16 0.48 0.21 0.2 0.15 
17 0.46 0.2 0.19 0.14 
18 0.44 0.2 018 0.14 
19 043 0.2 0.17 0\3 
20 0,42 0.19 016 0,12 
25 0.43 0.19 0.19 0.14 
30 0.35 0.16 -0.08 -0.05 
Notes. 1. AOA represents measure of e1hpse's major axiS from ITeestream. 
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TABLE 15b 50% ELLIPSE TARE DATA ANALYSIS 
(Re = 124,740 , V ~= 42.8 ftls, q~= 2.18) 
Forces And Moments 
ADA Nonno1 Axial (degree)' 
Lift (tbr) <;" Moment Drag (lbf) , Moment '. (in.lbf) (in-lbJ 
·5 -1.08 0.47 -7.51 0.22 0.1 2.85 
-0.93 OA -7.02 0.54 0.23 5.38 
-0.78 0,34 -6.54 0.87 0.38 79 
10 -0.62 027 -6.31 123 0.53 1194 
15 U4 0.49 12.99 2.97 1.28 3086 I. 1.22 0.53 12,75 2.94 127 29.13 
17 1.17 0.5 11.71 2.83 122 27.61 
18 1.09 0.47 12 2.66 1.14 28.11 I. 1.03 0.44 11 07 2.63 1.13 26.44 
20 099 043 9.78 255 l.l 2642 
25 1.18 0.51 11.76 2.63 1.13 2638 
30 ·0.45 0.19 -6.59 2.14 0.92 213 
Notes. 1. ADA represents measure of ellipse's major axiS from freestream. 
2. Solid and wake blocking wind tunnel boundary corrections applied. 




~lfain Gage Voltage Readings (mV) Commcnl'i 
~aa----~' 
.10 091 () 94 041 
_,5 ()67 I ~()i-----=~4~ - n(,3 
40 051_ L- I~ _ 052 0'1 
OS5 



































TABLE 16b 50% ELLIPSE C~ SWEEP 
DATA ANALYSIS (18 0 AOA) 
(V= 206.5 ftls) 
Forces And :'v1oments 
Cu r Normal Axial 
Lift (lbr) 0, ~i~~:f~t ! Drag (lbf) 0, 
091 ) 95 347 33 5.71 5.01 
u 67 389 25 I 39.84 6.12 3.94 
0.51 l~36 J 43 6.57 3.25 
04 528 206 52.71 7.57 2.95 
t- 033 578 ],82 57.67 8.3 2,62 
() 27 
023 431-~-42-12 71 1.56 












:".otes: L Solid and wake blockmg wind tunnel boundary correctlOns applied 
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~. CO!\("U SION~ 
I he Nn, al 1\\~t.l!radl.ldlC ~~h0,d s closcd-Icturn <;ubsonlc \\lIld tunnel I, :1 Wll'IUe 
rdl"lllt~ for exptOnmental re~earch III clrculnTlon control. prmclpall y 1ll thm It can pro\ldt" 
rtOS(lUrC;; \\a~ .irpll<"!d t" thIs study with thc goal of gcneratlllg conslderahl~ data tu a,l;1 to 
Irr<::~tntl) mc,lrpordttd mt(\ the NO fAR:'] antJtorque ~y~teml and the 50"" dllptlLJl 
Kcsult~ Sh0\ .. ~d that fOI all tcst conditIOns. the clrcubr cylinder (1ulr"rfllm1<.~d tho;> 
Lnhko;> til..: ..:IJlp';e whu;h perform",l ~1Il11larly to th<:: ":llnV<::[l!ionnl illrfoll. dmg on the 
drdg dTl th(: cOn\'enllDnal alrfotllll,;rca~..: \\ah mcrcaslIlg AOA up 10 stdll) K<"!gJfJI,,~~ of 
lllturc tmlb0\ll1l desl)..'n ..:hdng<:s, It w111 b<: thiS maximum bft - min.mum drJg ":Dcfficl(:Jli 
Cmnhllldtl(1Tl upon which it \\111 he extI~'1nelv dlrriCLllt to lInpro\'~ 
Indcpend~l1\ r\f lJ.llhoom share. non-blowmg tare data y,lliciJtcd the Impre~Sl\e 11ft 
ond th" 'A("A 0(j12 mrti.lillt)pICai (1f thc airfoils used on hehwpter blade~J 1 hough 
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the performance of the 50% ellipse was rclat!\cl) poor m companson tu thJ.t of the 
cin.:u!ar "!'lmdeL llS performance due large!} (0 clrLulatlon ..::ontrol v,<lS supenor 1\1 th3t 
uflhe ~AC A. 0012 airfoil " Effedi"c' AOA equate~ 10 the CIrcular C) lmder\ ~I()t pO\I(lOn 
mc~suH;J r~latl\<' t{) ffl,·<'~tre~m In that the efkdl\<' AOA's rciathHl I,' (he IlKire 
.;on\entlonal AOA Ikgr<:e 'If measure was unknowll, the Clrculdr .;}Iin(kr .:une', 
IlOrJ71Hllal rl~cement on the graph could be in erwr I{egardk~" lift ';l,df,.:,~n( 
magnlludc~ are accurate. and therefore the htt performance compan.,on I, \ahd ' 
Airfoil Performance Comparative Study 
Figure 28 
R. RECOM'lENDATlOI\S 
\!tempt, tll nnprO\e upon the Circular cylmder tail boom's pert~mn,iI\Le by allenn!",1:> 
,hape 10 that of J. Soo." ellips..: pro.ided valuable m.>lght mto moddicallon> reqUlr..:d of 
re\ealed that boundar~ layer ~eparation occuncd at a higher cffccti\~ AOA fur the 50"" 
9" 
ellipse than that of the circular cylinder [Ref. II]. He credited this to a more efficient 
design, and therefore reasoned that the ellipse would produce greater lift under similar 
conditions. Because this work's results proved much to the contrary, further study in the 
area of slot design may be necessary. The ellipse's 25° slot tangency condition alone, in 
comparison to the circular cylinder's 15', could have accounted for the ellipse's 
diminished performance. 
There remain many avenues to be explored in the area of optimizing circulation 
control performance. Much still needs to be tested with the elliptical tailboom shape 
alone. El!iptical models with various slot locations, slot heights, and degree of tangency 
need to be evaluated against a wide Cp. sweep to determine this shape's optimal 
perfonnance characteristics. A number of flow visualization techniques, such as tufts 
and smoke, could quantify the extent of air flow attachment! efficiency to help guide this 
modification effort. Also, further tests could be conducted on elliptical models of 
various sizes (20%, 30%, 40%, etc.) or simply on tailboorn shapes that more closely 
resemble the conventional airfoil. Regardless of future tailboorn alterations and 
subsequent performance results, NOTAR™ has been proven a most viable antitorque 
system 
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APPENDIX A BALANCE CALmRATION 
Figure I is a schematic ofthe calibration rig as well as strain gage balance. Horizontal 
forces on the calibration rig column were created via a pulley system which translated the 
Figure 1 Strain Gage Balance Calibration Rig 
vertical force created by adding weights to a basket to a horizontal force component. To 
insure that a pure horizonta1 force was applied to the calibration column the pulley, 
secured to a aluminum beam running the length of the tunnel and secured to its external 
frame., was adjusted until the cable between the attachment point and pulley measured 
horizontal to the reflection plane as well as perpendicular to the test section wa1ls 
The turntable schematic of Figure 2 reveals the means by which a pure nonna! and 
axial force were created with the calibration rig. Initially, the turntable was positioned at 
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zero degrees representing a pure normal force or force perpendicular to the tunnel walls 
This convention dictated that model forces and moments bending in the direction of the 
operator were positive 
o Degree Turntable Position 
Airflow 
Figure 1 Calibration Rig Turntable Positions [Ref 12] 
Prior to adding any weight to the cable, all four signal conditioner channels were 
zeroed, equating to zero load, Weights measured to 0,001 lbf accuracy were added 
incrementally to the basket, simulating side forces up to approximately 50 lbr , and 
corresponding Eaa, Eba, Ean, and Ebn voltages recorded All voltage readings were read 
with om mV accuracy via an S050A Digital Multimeter. A multimeter capable of 
0.001 mV accuracy was adopted but soon shelved because its wildly fluctuating readout 
was impossible to average with the naked eye. This incremental loading process was 
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conducted at two attachment point heights, 10.75 and 7.75 inches above the turntable, in 
order to resolve moments. 
This entire process was repeated for a ninety degree turntable position, simulating a 
pure axial force or force parallel to the tunnel walls. This oonvention dictated that model 
forces and moments bending in the tunnel downstream direction were positive. In total, 
four calibration runs were conducted, two in a pure normal state and two in pure axial 
Figures 3 through 6 represent these runs as plots of balance voltages versus calibration 
loads These figures reveal the linearity expected from elastic loading as wel1 as the small 
interaction between channel bridges, i.e. limited cross-talk. Figures 5 and 6 reveal reduced 
sensitivity in the Eba channel due to two legs on the bridge circuit having been replaced by 
a constant-reference resistance gage during earlier research. A linear regression was 
conducted on all sixteen data sets via a HP 48SX hand calculator, from which sixteen 
dMJdload values or slopes were determined. [Ref \5,16] 
The ultimate design of the calibration process was the determination of the calibration 
matrix [K], which when post muliplied by the four voltages Eaa, Eba, Ean, and Ebn for a 
given test model revealed the axial and nonnal forces and moments on that model 
Equation I represents this relationship 
[F.aa J [AXial Fo,e. J fKI * Eba = Axial Moment £all Normal Force 
Ebn Normal Moment 
(1) 
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~ Ebo ..... f: ~ -0 
(2)0 
'0 20 30 40 50 60 
Weight (Ibf) 
h=1075I1lChe& 
Figure 3 Normal Force Calibration Runs (h = 10.75 inches) 










Figure 4 Normal Force Calibration Runs (h = 7.75 inches) 
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(2)0:------:'::::.---;20:;O----c30=--'O:.--.. -::------: •• 
Weight (Ibf) 







Figure 6 Axial Force Calibration Runs (h = 7.75 inches) 
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l' , 0 0 J (a~b) (a-b)' 0 0 o 0 1 1 
o 0 (a-b) (a~b)' 
s elements of the 4 x 4 calibration matrix 
s voltage at the lower axial force bridge 
"" voltage at the upper al(ial force bridge 
s voltage at the lower normal force bridge 
== voltage at the upper nonnal force bridge 
'" slope of the voltage versus axial load linear regression from 
a calibration run conducted at the higher cable attachment 
point (h =0 10 75 in.) 
== slope of the voltage versus axial load linear regression from 
a calibration run conducted at the lower cable attachment 
point (h --' 7,75 in) 
s slope of the voltage versus nonnal load linear regression 
from II calibration run conducted at the higher cable 
attachment point (h = 10.75 in,) 
... slope of the voltage versus nonnalload linear regression 
from a calibration run conducted at the lower cable 
attachment point (h.=. 7 75 in.) 
s height above turntable of the higher cable attachment point 
(h - 10 75 in ) 
,.., height above turntable of the lower cable attachment point 
(h = 7.75 in,) 
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The right side of Equation 2 was known. The d.:lEldload values were extracted from 
Figures 3 through 6. The [K] matrix was determined by post multiplying both sides of 
Equation 2 by the inverse of the daEJdload matrix. [Ref 14,15] The calibration matrix 
was detennined to be 
[K] :: -13.9980 l 8.3714 
-0.5946 
10.4660 
-4.9115 1.0564 -1.6847 J 
164.5562 -22.3346 38.4260 
1.7055 9.9066 -5.5392 
-36.3139 -50.1701 169.2285 
which when applied to Equation I translated Eaa, Eba, Ean, and Ebn voltages in mY to 
forces in lbf and moments in in·lbf. All moments were with reference to the turntable 
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APPENDIX B WIND TUNNEL OPERATION I OAT A COLLECTION 
FLOWCHART 
CondlJO\S!Q1yI FOO&no!>Of 
Wind Tunnel Ard Stncundlng ANa 
InSll'8_",AnclPrassurellnesl'ropao1y 












Note2.I'<lr:H!'J,alllpIIIt ....... VjiO_ot«l 
ror._V",baMdonlg"'nRe 
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